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The three-dimensional structure of integrated circuit (IC) devices can be analyzed

at the nanometer scale by electron tomography using projection images generated from

a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM). The instrument samples the pro-

jected mass thickness of an object, producing image intensities with contrast capable

of differentiating materials. Resulting three-dimensional reconstructions provide direct

analytical analysis of structures with nanometer scale resolution along all three spatial

dimensions for accurate predictions of device performanceand reliability.

We apply electron tomography to reconstruct a 250nm-thick cross-section of Cu

wires with Ta barrier layers and measure the conductor cross-sectional area at many

points along the wire to calculate Cu resistivity. Measurements from traditional two-

dimensional projection images underestimate conductor cross-sectional area due to the

overlap of line edge roughness defects along the wire’s length in projection. The aver-

age cross-sectional area determined from tomography measurements is 5% higher than

a measurement from a two-dimensional projection of the samewire, resulting in signif-

icantly different predicted resistivities. Reconstruction of thick material cross-sections

allows many measurements of device variations for a statistical analysis of critical di-

mensions.

Traditional STEM imaging techniques produce transmissionfunctions with a non-

monotonic dependence of intensity on thickness for thick cross-sections of common

microelectronic materials, which is unsuitable for electron tomography. We introduce



a novel incoherent bright field (IBF) STEM imaging techniqueoptimized to image

cross-sections up to 1µm thick. Monte-Carlo simulations of beam scattering predict

IBF-STEM is complementary to traditional incoherent STEM imaging techniques but

provides superior signal-to-noise ratio and no image artifacts for ultra-thick specimens.

We develop a general relationship from Monte-Carlo simulations and calculations of

the Rutherford cross-section for elastic scattering that determines the suitable STEM

imaging technique for any material thickness based on predicted signal-to-noise ratios.

To test IBF-STEM’s suitability to electron tomography, we reconstruct a stress-void

in a 250nm thick Cu wire, where traditional imaging techniques fail to provide mono-

tonic image intensities at all tilt-angles. Experimental STEM images of the ultra-thick

cross-section verify the expected transmitted electron intensity from Monte-Carlo sim-

ulations of STEM detectors with different collection angles. An IBF-STEM reconstruc-

tion provides the location and size of a stress-void in three-dimensions that is not possi-

ble with two-dimensional projection images alone.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The measurement and analysis of integrated circuit (IC) devices with reduced, or

scaled, dimensions is critical to the further advance of computer chip technology by

ensuring actual device performance matches the expected parameters used in circuit de-

signs. Each new technology node, as detailed by the International Technology Roadmap

for Semiconductors (ITRS) [1], produces smaller and densercircuits such that defects

at or below the one-nanometer scale will affect the performance of devices 10 – 50nm

in size. For example, roughness at material interfaces has remained at the same abso-

lute value but now represents a larger percentage of critical device dimensions in scaled

devices. The necessity to characterize increasingly fine, dense features has reached the

resolution limits of traditional metrology techniques, and new methods will be necessary

to analyze device failures and structural variations with nanometer resolution.

Scanning electron microscopes (SEM) are commonly used to image and measure

critical dimensions of IC structures on a wafer surface, butthe technique lacks the

resolution required to investigate aggressively scaled features. Transmission electron

microscopes (TEM) offer quantitative two-dimensional projection images with atomic

scale lateral resolution, but require 10 – 50nm thick material cross-sections to mini-

mize electron multiple scattering that degrades resolution. For past technologies, these

cross-sections were considered thin compared to the features of interest but may con-

tain significant portions of modern devices resulting in insufficient sampling. Rough

material interfaces and densely patterned features will overlap in projection to produce

complex, sometimes inaccurate, representations of the original structure. New metrol-

ogy methods that offer measurements along all three-dimensions of a sampled volume

1



provide for full, accurate device characterization of modern IC technology, which now

exhibit characteristic length scales<< 100nm.

This thesis focuses on the use of a scanning transmission electron microscope

(STEM) to produce quantitative, three-dimensional reconstructions of IC devices using

electron tomography (ET) [2, 3]. Traditional STEM images are only two-dimensional

projections of the sampled volume, and the overlap of features along the projection di-

rection can produce a complex representation of the device structure. ET extracts the

lost information in the projection direction from a series of projection images assuming

a monotonic relationship between intensity and material thickness. The resulting quan-

titative three-dimensional reconstruction exhibits up to1nm resolution capable of mate-

rial phase differentiation for accurate measurements of critical device dimensions along

any spatial dimension. Chapter 2 compares measurements made from three-dimensional

ET reconstructions and traditional STEM projection imagesof relatively thick (250nm)

cross-sections containing Cu, Ta and Si. Feature overlap inprojection affects measure-

ments of the extended structure contained within the samplethickness, but ET allows

many accurate measurements of device variations. ET therefore provides an efficient

method to measure and analyze variations within and betweenIC devices for an accu-

rate prediction of circuit performance [4].

Traditional TEM imaging techniques can fail to provide proper image contrast for

accurate ET reconstructions due to the highly-scattering,crystalline nature of materials

commonly used in IC devices. In Chapter 3, TEM experiments and Monte-Carlo (MC)

electron scattering simulations investigate these phenomenon to determine the reliability

of ET reconstructions. We develop the novel incoherent bright field (IBF) STEM imag-

ing technique optimized for reconstruction of ultra-thickmaterial cross-sections. ET

data acquisition, post-processing and analysis are considered very time intensive, and
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reconstruction of large portions of a structure efficiently sample device variations [5].

The IBF technique was initially developed as a replacement for ADF-STEM imaging

to provide artifact-free projection images of ultra-thickcross-sections possibly affected

by contrast reversal. We show that IBF imaging conditions are superior in ultra-thick

samples even before ADF-STEM reverses contrast, which provides well defined mate-

rial feature boundaries for accurate structural measurements. We use the SNRs of the

ADF and IBF STEM techniques as a measure for image quality to produce a general

relationship determining when each method is better suitedfor imaging any material at

a given thickness.

Chapter 4 compares the capabilities of two STEM projection imaging techniques for

ET of IC devices: traditional high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) and IBF-STEM.

A stress-void in a 250nm wide Cu interconnect with TaN/Ta barrier layers is recon-

structed by both methods. Artifacts included in HAADF-STEMimages propagate into

the reconstruction, but the novel IBF-STEM imaging technique provides an accurate

representation of the actual sampled structure [5].

1.1 The History and Evolution of Interconnects

The semiconductor industry has continually produced faster and more powerful comput-

ers by increasing the number of electrical devices integrated into a single chip. Gordon

Moore, one of the founders of the Intel Corporation, predicted that the number of ac-

tive devices per unit area on a computer chip would double every two years in his now

famous 1965 article inElectronicsmagazine [6]. The majority of public emphasis re-

garding continued technological advancement is placed on the shrinking dimensions of

active transistors, but less appreciated are the many wiresnecessary to properly connect

together the source, drain and gate of each transistor. These interconnections now con-
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Figure 1.1: A diagram of a two level interconnect system connecting the source

(S), gate (G) and drain (D) of a transistor. In-plane wires and verti-

cal inter-layervias form each level of interconnects and are labeled

M1 and M2. Interlayer dielectrics (ILD) isolate each conducting wire

from surrounding structures.

sist of an incredibly complex network of wires known as the back-end-of-line (BEOL),

which contributes significantly to the overall performance, power consumption and heat

generation of modern microprocessors. Figure 1.1 shows a two level system of inter-

connects indicating the complex structure created by BEOL connections and the active

transistor elements. Scaling, or shrinking, of features produces opposite effects for the

switching delay produced by the transistor and BEOL structures such that interconnects

could potentially obstruct future scaling according to Moore’s law. Transistor switch-

ing speed generally increases inversely to gate oxide thickness and channel length, but

resistor/capacitor (RC) charging delays signal propagation along dense, scaled BEOL

structures. As an example, very old technology built with a 1µm minimum feature size

produced nominal extra delay of∼1ps for signal propagation between devices com-

pared to the∼20ps transistor switching speed. Current 0.035µm technology exhibits

vastly increased wire delay of∼250ps compared to a∼1ps transistor switches [1]. Also,

power consumption due to resistive heating in interconnects recently surpassed 50% in

2007 and is expected to increase up to 80% with increased processor frequency and in-

terconnect density. Research devoted to integrating new materials, optimizing existing
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processes, and developing novel device architectures to solve BEOL performance issues

is critical to the advancement of computer technology.

A necessary partnership exists between the computer engineers designing circuits

and the materials engineers building devices at the nanometer scale. Circuit designs

must reflect the expected capabilities of the current IC devices produced from a large

range of interconnected processing tools manufactured by many different companies.

During process development, materials engineers must build, measure and control de-

vice parameters while comparing results to the expectations of the entire industry.

Metrology, the measurement portion of the processing cycle, provides valuable feed-

back of actual device composition allowing defect analysisand an accurate prediction

of performance and yield for large scale integration. No structure is free from defects

at the nanometer scale, and adequate sampling of device variations provides an accurate

prediction of performance and reliability. Electrical andmechanical properties of ma-

terials in nanoscale features diverge from bulk-like expectations due to quantum effects

and the mean-free-path of conduction electrons, which poses significant challenges for

metrology to provide accurate (possibly atomic!) measurements of critical dimension

with adequate sensitivity to real process variations. The success of future microelec-

tronics devices requires unprecedented uniformity in large scale manufacturing of the

nanoscale features.

1.1.1 Early Aluminum Metallization for IC Devices

The first metal connections between the active devices in IC circuits were created with

Al and only required a single two-dimensional plane for the entire wire network. Al

exhibits a resistivity of 2.7µΩcm, which is not the lowest among metals, but only re-
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Figure 1.2: The inset SEM image shows the varying size of eight levels of inter-

connects in cross-section. The smallest interconnects at the bottom

carry signals between neighboring devices, and large wiresnear the

top carry long-range global signals between remote areas ofthe chip.

The larger perspective diagram shows two parallel interconnects la-

beled with the critical dimensions that affect resistance/capacitance

(RC) delay calculations in equation 1.1.

quires simple dry processing techniques for deposition andpatterning. Feature scaling

for improved processor performance leads to denser structures such that a single two-

dimensional plane provided insufficient space for all of the necessary interconnections.

Consequently, multiple wire layers linked by vertical inter-layer via connections were

added to distribute power and signals across the entire chip.

Al interconnects presented several fundamental problems associated with increased

current density and denser interconnect networks. The BEOLnetwork consists of small
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parallel wires separated by a thin interlayer dielectric (ILD) for signal isolation, which

effectively creates many parallel plate capacitors. Signals propagating along densely

packed interconnects are therefore significantly delayed according to the RC time con-

stant for charging the capacitor-like structure. The effective wire resistance is multiplied

with the formula for a simple plate capacitor to estimate theRC wire-to-wire delay by

the equation

RC=
ρ

tm

L2ǫILD

tILD
(1.1)

whereρ, tm, L, ǫILD andtILD are the resistivity, layer thickness, interconnect length, inter-

layer dielectric (ILD) permitivity and ILD thickness respectively [7]. Figure 1.2 shows

a diagram of two parallel interconnects labeled with each ofthese parameters. It is ap-

parent from equation (1.1) that the RC time constant varies inversely with the distance

between interconnects (tILD) leading to increased delay times for denser structures. In-

terestingly, equation (1.1) does not depend on the wire width W alone which encourages

high aspect ratio (calculated asL/W) features to increase the conductor cross-sectional

area. Direct connections between active transistors require similarly scaled intercon-

nects separated by the minimum attainable distance for a given technology generation,

but utilizing such small wire dimensions uniformly across the entire chip introduces ex-

cessive communication delay between remote circuit blocks, which effectively negates

transistor performance gains. The solution involves multi-level interconnections (MLI)

of varied length and cross-section for improved performance and design flexibility. A

dense local wire network separated by the minimum feature size connect neighboring

devices organized into functional circuit blocks. Larger cross-section wires enable long-

range global communication and power distribution across the chip with minimal delay.

The RC time constant of the interconnects in each level were properly balanced with

their lengthL as necessary by equation (1.1) allowing the interconnect network to inte-

grate with high-performance transistors. The upper-left inset of Figure 1.2 shows eight
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levels of interconnects in cross-section (the ninth bottomlevel adds direct connections

from the interconnect network to the active devices) indicating the relative varied cross-

sections of local, intermediate, and global interconnects.

A problem known as electromigration affected Al interconnect lifetimes as increased

current density subjected the metal to large electric fieldsin a constant direction [8, 9].

Al atoms tend to migrate along fast diffusion paths with low bonding energies, such

as material interfaces and crystal grain boundaries, aligned with the flow of electrons

resulting in the formation of ”upstream” voids. Atom migration had always occurred,

but material loss in smaller interconnects amounts to a greater percentage change of

total metal volume which increases the risk of interconnectfailure due to high resistance

and open circuits. The Al network utilized an SiO2 ILD, which conveniently forms a

well bonded, self passivating oxide at an interface with Al.Such high bonding at this

interface left the crystal grain boundaries as the only possible fast diffusion path. A 100

year old age-hardening technique well known in macroscopicmetallurgy [10] suggested

introducing trace amounts of Cu into the Al to form an Al/(Cu) allow. Cu precipitates

form in the Al lines and Cu decorates the alloy crystal grain boundaries, which both

block dislocation movement to effectively impede electromigration [11].

Even with advanced Al processing techniques, BEOL researchers needed to replace

Al with a less resistive metal to match transistor performance gains in further scaled

devices. Only Ag, Cu and Au provide superior resistivities at 1.6, 1.7 and 2.2µΩcm

respectively, but traditional Al processing techniques are incompatible with these metals

necessitating a completely innovative approach.
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1.1.2 Modern Copper Metallization and the Dual-Damascene Pro-

cess

In 1998 IBM released the first commercial products to take advantage of Cu metalliza-

tion with a 0.22µm minimum feature size after ten years of development [12, 13]. Cu

introduced significant improvements over older Al technology specifically pertaining to

lower susceptibility to electromigration and lower interconnect resistance for decreased

RC delay, power consumption, and resistive heating. Critical innovations included elec-

troplating for Cu deposition [14, 15], chemical mechanicalpolishing (CMP) for wafer

planarization [16–18] and reliable barrier materials to control Cu diffusion and adhesion.

These innovations introduced new problems and required newmetrology techniques to

continue the iterative ”build, measure, and improve” cycleof fabrication process im-

provement. Also, feature scaling demanded higher resolution metrology techniques

for proper device analysis, such that three-dimensional analytical techniques are now

needed to fully analyze complex, dense IC structures [11].

IBM’s innovative bottom-up Cu metallization process is called Damascene and is

similar to an artwork form of the same name involving inlaid metal patterns. A single

interconnect layer consists of a pattern of in-plane wires and vertical vias, which can

be fabricated in two separate etching steps each followed byCu deposition and CMP

planarization. The more efficient dual-Damascene technique currently in production in-

volves simultaneous fill of sequentially patterned wire trenches and vias to halve the

steps per metallization layer resulting in significant timeand cost savings. This process,

diagrammed in Figure 1.3, begins with the deposition of a thick ILD layer with a low

dielectric constant (such as SiO2) used to isolate individual metal lines. The first lithog-

raphy/etching step (see Suzuki, et al [19], Madau [20] or Campbell [21]) creates the

trench pattern for in-plane connections, and the second lithography/etching step adds
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Figure 1.3: A diagram of the dual-Damascene process used forCu metallization

of modern interconnects. 1) & 2) A thick film of inter-layer dielectric

(ILD) is first deposited and then patterned by two lithography/etching

steps to create trenches for Cu fill. 3) A thin, continuous andconfor-

mal seed layer is evaporated by physical vapor deposition topromote

void-free Cu deposition. 3) The Cu is then electroplated to overfill the

ILD trenches with anoverburden. 5) This overburden is then removed

using chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) to achieve a planarized

surface. The process is repeated to construct up to 11 interconnect

layers in modern processors with each subsequent layer aligned to the

previous layer.

round via holes for vertical inter-layer connections. A thin, conformal coating of Cu is

then evaporated (by physical vapor deposition (PVD) for example) to produce a con-

tinuous seed layer for subsequent void-free Cu Damascene deposition. Next, the entire

wafer is placed in an electrochemical plating bath to grow a thick conformal Cu layer

that completely fills trenches and high aspect ratio via holes without voids or seams.

The Cu is allowed to overfill the trench network to account forthe conformal nature of

the final thin film. Finally, a grinding process of chemical mechanical polishing (CMP)

employs an abrasive pad and chemical slurry working in tandem to remove this excess

Cu overburden, which planarizes the wafer surface in preparation for the next inter-
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connect layer. After step 5) in Figure 1.3, a Cu filled interconnect network of planar

wires and vertical vias remains according to the original etched pattern. The process is

repeated with each layer aligned to the previous layer to build up a three-dimensional

interconnect network for signals and power distribution across the entire chip. The steps

can be rearranged and otherwise modified to optimize the process for different process-

ing requirements such as resolution, alignment tolerancesand line pitch among many

other parameters [7]. Also, the simplified dual-Damascene process described here does

not include barrier layers normally deposited between before the Cu seed for improved

adhesion and resistance to Cu migration (see sections 1.2.1and 1.2.2).

Computer chip performance and reliability greatly improved due to Cu metalliza-

tion, but it also created new problems that could disrupt theindustry’s aggressive scal-

ing schedule [1]. Though not furthered covered in this thesis, many technical hurdles

were overcome to develop the Cu dual-Damascene process including optimization of the

electrochemical bath for Cu deposition, a continuous PVD Cuseed layer, and CMP for

efficient Cu overburden removal without contamination [13–15,22]. This thesis instead

focuses on measurements of nanoscale features buried inside microelectronic devices to

predict their performance and reliability.

1.2 Defects in Scaled Copper Interconnects

A very basic principle of microelectronic fabrication is the precise control of the loca-

tion and electrical properties of materials within very small tolerances, but the ability to

accurately deposit materials with high precision is futileif significant material diffusion

occurs over the lifetime of a component. Over time, diffusion has always lead to even-

tual device contamination and structural defects, but whatconstitutes a ”device killing”
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defect is now much smaller due to scaling [7]. Advanced metrology techniques capable

of analyzing structures at high resolution are necessary toensure devices conform to the

tight tolerances required for proper operation.

1.2.1 Interactions Between Copper and Silicon

Cu is a well known interstitial contaminant in Si with high diffusivity and reactivity,

which presented a serious problem for integration with Si processing. Cu atoms intro-

duce unwanted energy levels deep in the Si conduction band, leading to various transis-

tor failure mechanisms. The deep levels act as generation-recombination centers reduc-

ing electron mobility during the ”on” state and can assist electron tunneling contributing

to wasteful leakage current during the ”off” state. Cu impurity energy levels also trap

electronic charge within the transistor modifying charge distribution and capacitance

that can produce unpredictable device behavior. In-depth treatments of these defects are

offered by Taur [23] and Sze [24] for a better understanding of the extreme tolerances

required in modern IC devices.

Unlike Al, Cu does not reduce the SiO2 ILD to form a strongly bonded interface.

Incorporating Cu into Si technology requires the addition of barrier layers compatible

with both materials to control diffusion and adhesion properties at all four Cu/ILD in-

terfaces as diagrammed in Figure 1.4. Thecappingbarrier material (deposited after

CMP for each dual-Damascene metallization process) extends continuously across each

metallization level and possibly provides a conduction path between all in-plane inter-

connects. This barrier must be insulating to avoid shortingall wires together. Adhesion

at the Cu/dielectric interface is not particularly strong and has become the main cause

of interconnect failure as described in later sections. Thebarrier material at the other
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Figure 1.4: A diagram of the barrier layers surrounding Cu interconnects. Barri-

ers are necessary to promote adhesion between the Cu conductor and

surrounding ILD (not shown) and to prevent Cu diffusion into the ac-

tive areas of transistors. The topcappingbarrier must be a dielectric

to eliminate a possible short-circuit conduction path between all wires

in a metallization layer. The metal barrier necessarily exhibits higher

resistivity compared to Cu and displaces some cross-sectional area of

the wire, which negatively impacts the overall current carrying capac-

ity of the interconnect.

three interfaces (known as theliner) displaces a portion of the allowable interconnect

cross-section, which decreases the volume available for low resistance Cu. A metal-

lic liner material with a relatively low resistance provides a redundant electrical path

that minimizes the impact to the overall current carrying capacity of the interconnect

structure. Even so, it is desirable to minimize the metal liner thickness relative to the

overall wire cross-section without impacting the effectiveness of the layer as a physical

diffusion barrier and adhesion promoter. Scaling this layer forfuture technology is dif-

ficult and requires deposition of nanoscale layers with continuous conformal coverage

of high aspect ratio interconnect trench and via structures. Research into novel ultra-

thin or zero-thickness barriers is of increased importance, but successful barrier design

that simultaneously promotes adhesion and controls diffusion involves many parameters

that restrict the potential materials to few options (see table I in Edelstein,et al [25]).

Metrology techniques capable of assessing the conformal coverage and effectiveness of
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Figure 1.5: Image of a real Cu/barrier/ILD interconnect structure from a conven-

tional transmission electron microscope. Darker pixels indicate re-

gions with higherZ numbers such that the metal barrier (barrier 2) is

much darker than the other elements. The capping dielectricbarrier

(barrier 1) is also apparent in this image.

metallic barriers require material differentiation with nanometer scale resolution in all

three spatial dimensions for full structural characterization.

Figure 1.5 is a conventional transmission electron microscope image (see section

1.4.1) of an interconnect structure showing two adjacent Cuinterconnects in cross-

section. The i) Cu is surrounded on three sides with a ii) metallic Ta liner and topped

with a iii) SiC dielectric capping layer to avoid shorting the wires together. Ta was cho-

sen as the metallic liner because it exhibits no solubility in Cu, and no known Cu–Ta

compounds form even after annealing the metals at 600C [26].For this specific tech-

nology node (current in∼2006), the 10nm Ta barrier was deposited by physical vapor
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deposition (PVD) and occupies∼22% of the allowable 90nm interconnect width. The

liner thickness is difficult to scale with the wire width for more advanced interconnect

technology, which has spurred development of zero-thickness barrier materials to max-

imize Cu conductor contained in interconnects to support sufficient current density for

denser transistor structures.

1.2.2 Electromigration Defects in Copper Interconnects

Electromigration is the enhanced transport of metal atoms along the direction of current

flow due to momentum transfer between metal atoms and electrons flowing within the

wire. Significant depletion of metal atoms from ”upstream” regions with high current

density can cause open circuit connections with a significant impact on device lifetimes.

The effect was first encountered in Al metal wires where crystal grain boundaries pro-

vided the fast diffusion paths (see section 1.1.1), and the phenomenon now limits Cu

interconnect reliability due to multiple Cu atom migrationpaths. Also, the effect is en-

hanced as the interconnect current density increases with decreasing wire dimensions,

which limits the allowable current available to circuit designers for circuit operation.

Figure 1.6 shows a diagram of a polycrystalline Cu wire with aSiC dielectric capping

layer and metallic Ta liners. Arrows indicate electromigration fast paths along the di-

rection of current flow for the metal/cap interface, metal/liner interface and Cu grain

boundaries. Cu metallization has produced significant improvements in electromigra-

tion over older Al metallization technology, but the phenomenon must be minimized to

yield sufficient Cu reliability for extremely scaled devices.

Cu grows in a polycrystalline phase during electroplating as seen in figure 1.7a),

and the grain microstructure has a large impact on the electromigration performance
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Figure 1.6: Diagram of a polycrystalline Cu layer in cross-section showing vari-

ous electromigration diffusion paths.Dcap represents electromigration

at the interface of the dielectric barrier cap (usually madeof a SiC

derivative) and Cu conductor.DTa represents electromigration along

the metal/Ta barrier interface.Dgb represents electromigration along

the Cu grain boundaries. The ideal bamboo-like grain microstructure

provides no grain boundaries aligned with electron flow, butreal Cu

grains will always deviate from the desired structure. Evenso, each

bamboo-like grain significantly hinders further atom migration along

a wire.

of interconnects. Figure 1.7b) shows the desired microstructure consisting of large Cu

grains with grain boundaries mostly perpendicular to electron flow known asbamboo-

grained microstructure, which nearly eliminates grain boundary fast diffusion paths.

The microstructure of electroplated Cu is known to rapidly evolve over time even at

room temperature, and a low-temperature thermal anneal is commonly used to equili-

brate the microstructure while promoting the growth of bamboo-like grains [27]. The

interconnect width also affects the attainable grain microstructure such that very wide

Cu wires> 1µm tend to have multiple grains within a wire width, but narrower lines

support single bamboo-like grains across the wire width. Cumicrostructure tends to

deviate from bamboo-grains for wire widths< 45nm that approach the median Cu grain

size, which may impact Cu metallization reliability in future technologies [28].
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Figure 1.7: Diagram of two polycrystalline Cu films with verydifferent mi-

crostructures where lines indicate crystal gain boundaries. a) Poly-

crystalline Cu with randomly oriented grain boundaries andsmall

average grain size. The grain boundaries are fast diffusion paths

electromigration. Such atom diffusion promotes void growth which

may eventually result in open circuit failure. Thus, scaledintercon-

nects exhibit reduced lifetimes. b) Bamboo-grained microstructure

has crystal grain boundaries perpendicular to electron flowand large

average grain size. This desired microstructure minimizesvoiding of

”upstream” structures due to Cu atom electromigration along grain

boundaries parallel to the flow of electrons.
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For bamboo-grained Cu, the relatively weakly bonded metal/barrier interfaces pro-

vide surfaces parallel to the flow of electrons for fast atom migration, and Cu adhesion is

the most important parameter for extending interconnect lifetimes [29–31]. In fact, the

metal liner consists of a bi-layer structure made of Ta and TaN to further strengthen this

interface. The TaN layer adheres well to the ILD (but not Cu) and the Ta layer adheres

well to the Cu (but not the ILD). The liner deposition only requires a single step PVD

process enhanced with N where the N supply is simply turned off to create pure Ta. The

bi-layer metallic liner guards against Cu diffusion out of the interconnect, adheres well

to both Cu and ILD to minimize electromigration and providesa relatively low electrical

resistance with limited impact on the overall wire performance. The TaN/Ta barrier has

persisted through many generations of interconnect technologies, because it uniquely

satisfies all necessary adhesion and atom migration properties for successful Cu inte-

gration without compromising other important electrical attributes. The metal liner also

provides a redundant electrical connection that delays or avoids open circuit device fail-

ure in the event of extensive Cu voiding. Table I in Edelstein, et al [25] shows the

properties of many different barrier materials originally considered for Cu integration at

IBM, and indicates the extensive testing necessary to engineer this effective material.

Thus, the capping dielectric barrier provides the dominantelectromigration path

(Dcap in figure 1.6) for bamboo-grained Cu interconnects lined with a TaN/Ta bi-layer

liner, and its exact composition is often modified between technology generations to

increase Cu adhesion [1]. The dielectric cap may be replacedwith a metallic mate-

rial (such as CoWP) that exhibits interface bonding energies similar to bulk Cu values

to drastically reduce electromigration at this interface [32, 33]. A cost-effective man-

ufacturable process is difficult to implement; however, because the metal cap must be

selectively grown only on the Cu wires or patterned in a separate process. Also, early
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(published) results indicate cobalt diffuses into the Cu wires yielding increases in overall

wire resistance [34].

1.2.3 Stress-Induced Voiding in Copper Interconnects

The migration of Cu vacancies due to mechanical stress knownas stress-induced void-

ing (SIV) or stress migration (SM) is another major concern for the reliability of Cu

interconnects [35, 36]. This phenomenon is poorly understood compared to electromi-

gration, but it is believed that mechanical stresses associated with thermal expansion

due to local resistive heating during normal power cycling of devices drives Cu vacancy

diffusion within the wire. Mismatched thermal expansions of thematerials that make

up interconnect structures (Cu, dielectric cap, metal liner and ILD) strain the interfaces

between these materials, and the regions where vertical Cu vias meet in-plane wires are

common void nucleation sites [36]. Figure 1.8 shows a diagram of the affected structure

and the location of a stress-induced void that commonly causes open circuit electrical

failure. This problem involves the complex relationships between the materials, the pro-

cessing conditions and the exact via-to-wire geometries used for any given experiment.

Investigations of numerous test geometries and processingtemperatures are necessary

to fully explore the range of parameters that affect SM [36–38].

Sufficient vacancies capable of diffusing to a nucleation center must exist in the ma-

terial for SM to create a void large enough to disrupt electron flow. The exact vacancy

creation process is unknown, but many Cu vacancies may be created by mechanical

stress placed on the entire IC structure during the abrasiveCMP process. Also, ad-

ditional vacancies are produced during thermal anneals - promoting bamboo-grained

microstructure - applied after deposition of the dielectric capping layer, because grain
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Figure 1.8: a) Diagram of the via-to-wire structure commonly affected by void

coalescence due to stress-induced migration. Mechanical stresses pro-

vided by resistive heating including strain from thermal mismatch of

thermal coefficients allows vacancies to migrate within the Cu inter-

connect. b) Void growth occurs which can lead to circuit failures due

to open connections.

boundaries are eliminated allowing more efficient grain packing. Normally, excess va-

cancies escape the material at a free surface during thermalannealing, but barriers con-

strain interconnects on all sides effectively trapping vacancies within the Cu. Subse-

quent fabrication of another interconnect level introduces stress gradients concentrated

beneath via-to-wire connections that attract vacancies, and stresses produced during nor-

mal IC operation drive vacancy diffusion, which may eventually coalesce into large

voids [36, 39].

1.2.4 Metrology for Extending Interconnect Lifetimes

Investigations of the location, morphology and evolution of different types of EM and

SM voids may determine the factors that drive atom migrationand vacancy coales-

cence. Measurements of via-to-wire structures, the initial grain microstructure, and the

final grain geometry can all yield important information about defect formation, but

the three-dimensional nature of these nanometer scale structures is difficult to ascer-

tain with traditional metrology techniques. TEMs produce two-dimensional projections
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with sufficient resolution to guess at the void geometry, but three-dimensional analy-

sis is necessary to determine more in-depth information such as the initial location of

void coalescence. Chapter 4 analyzes a SM void near a via-to-wire connection in three-

dimensions using ET. Changes to the geometry, material or fabrication parameters of

interconnect structures susceptible to EM and SM could significantly extend Cu metal-

lization lifetimes to the end of the ITRS roadmap [1].

1.3 Copper Resistivity and Size Effects

Unexpected performance challenges have arisen as BEOL wiredimensions approach an

electron’s mean-free-path in Cu [40, 41]. The performance of a wire as a conductor of

electricity is affected by electron scattering from Cu impurities/defects, grain boundaries

and interface roughness. A wire’s average resistivityρ is an intrinsic property of the

conducting structure that determines the resistanceR of a known lengthL and cross-

sectionA by the relation

ρ =
RA
L

(1.2)

Materials processing steps (such as lithography, etching and deposition) introduce local

deviations from the desired smooth walls, known as line edgeroughness (LER), with

a negative impact on wire resistance due to increased nonspecular electron scatter at

Cu/barrier interfaces [40] Interconnect designs initially assumed a constant bulk-like

resistivity valueρ, and therefore line resistanceR solely increased due to geometrical

effects of shrinking wires. Recent studies - such as Gignac,et al. [41] - show that resis-

tivity rapidly increases inversely to cross-sectional area, colloquially referred to as the

size-effect (see figure 1.9). LER structural variations are no longer negligible compared

to critical device dimensions and must be considered in order to predict device per-
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Figure 1.9: From Gignac,et al. [41]. Rise in measured Cu resistivityρ for de-

creasing interconnect cross-sectional area. This significant rise inρ

threatens the performance of future interconnect generations. Simi-

lar metrology studies are essential to predicting future performance as

devices approach material parameters deviate from bulk values. Each

data point is the average of 4 area measurements from separate TEM

cross-sections at arbitrary points along a wire. Three-dimensional an-

alytical techniques described in this thesis provide an efficient method

to sample LER variations from only one thick TEM cross-section.

formance and reliability. Therefore, complete device characterization requires accurate

measurements of structural variations, whether they occurwithin or between devices.

Size-effect literature for Cu wire structures lacks consensus on thedominant phe-

nomenon leading to the observed increase in apparent wire resistivity [40–51]. Two

main methods exist to determine wire resistivity: direct measurement [41] ofR,A andL

to calculateρ and temperature dependent resistance measurements that allow extrac-

tion of wire ρ from assumptions that the electron-phonon scattering contribution to
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ρ in the wire is the same as bulk and independent of size [43]. The direct measure-

ment approach mainly suffers from difficulties in accurately measuring the wire’s cross-

sectional area, which is addressed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. Temperature-dependent

resistance measurements avoid the need to measure physicaldimensions, but must as-

sume Matthiessen’s rule holds for structures with dimensions near to the mean-free-path

of electrons in the material [43]. For fine Cu lines (sub-100nm line width), the two

methods differ in their estimation ofρ for similar wire structures, indicating a flawed

assumption in one or both of the methods [41, 47, 51]. Some reports in the litera-

ture suggest that grain-boundary scattering significantlyimpacts the overall resistivity

of scaled wires [40, 47, 49]. Others attribute increases in wire resistivity to surface scat-

tering [41, 46, 51], while some experiments show surface scattering decreases with wire

width [44]. The LER has also been shown to impact fine lineρ [45, 48]. The general

lack of consensus is understandable because the main sources of size-effect induced re-

sistivity exhibit similar dependencies on shrinking wire geometries. Acquiring results

that converge on the same resistivity value for similar wires will heavily depend on sta-

tistically accurate measurements of wire cross-sectionalareas, which Chapter 2 explores

in detail.

1.4 Metrology Techniques for Measuring Critical Dimensions

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) rasters a focused beam of electrons acceler-

ated to 10 – 30keV across a surface and is the most common technique for measuring

the critical dimensions of IC structures. Incident electrons interact with atoms in the tar-

get material and generate low energy (< 50eV) secondary electrons that only escape the

material if produced near the surface. Most materials exhibit similar secondary electron

yields for a given incident beam energy, and therefore surface morphology produces
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image contrast useful for measuring devices on the wafer surface. Another operating

mode collects only incident electrons that are reflected back out of the specimen due to

large-angle elastic scattering events. Back-scatter image contrast varies strongly with

the atomic number of the target atoms at each raster positionand is capable of material

differentiation [52].

SEMs allow rapid, nondestructive imaging of surface structures with∼5nm reso-

lution but are not capable of resolving sub-nanometer features affecting current/future

devices. The incident electrons exhibit a large interaction volume due to elastic scat-

tering events and generate detectable electrons near the surface nanometers away from

the incident beam’s entrance position. Therefore, SEM resolution does not generally

benefit from a more focused incident electron beam. Also, SEMis a surface sensitive

technique incapable of probing buried structures. Detailed analysis to determine failure

modes requires higher resolution analytical techniques for continued device scaling.

A transmission electron microscope (TEM) uses a high-energy beam of electrons

(>100keV) to produce atomic resolution images from material sections only 30 – 50nm

thick and is indispensable to analyze the smallest device features. Incident high-energy

electrons ideally undergo minimal scattering events before passing through the entire

specimen and yield localized information about the target material. Time intensive sam-

ple preparation techniques [53, 54] necessary to produce such thin cross-sections are

destructive and can no longer be considered thin compared tofeature sizes of modern

IC devices. Feature overlap in projection images of dense structures contained within

a TEM cross-section complicates analysis, but a quantitative three-dimensional recon-

struction of the original device structure provides unambiguous results. This thesis fo-

cuses on three-dimensional tomographic imaging of thick material cross-sections for

efficient measurement of critical IC device dimensions with nanometer scale resolution.
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The success of advanced IC structures will require such detailed analysis to solve the

many size-effect and reliability issues currently facing the semiconductor industry.

1.4.1 Projection Images from a Transmission Electron Microscope

An electron microscope image is produced from electron scattering within the speci-

men, which gives rise to multiple contrast mechanisms depending on the type of illumi-

nation. Conventional TEM (CTEM) simultaneously illuminates an area of the specimen

with a parallel electron beam, and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera with high

pixel density images the electrons transmitted through each point on the specimen. The

wave-like nature of the partially coherent incident electrons yields diffraction effects

and phase differences between electrons that pass through slightly different parts of the

sample. Interference causes CTEM image intensities to varyabruptly across a specimen

due to randomly oriented crystalline planes and slight thickness variations. Therefore,

CTEM contrast in two-dimensional projections can be difficult to interpret especially

for polycrystalline solid state materials [55].

A STEM rasters a beam of electrons focused to an Ångstrom sized spot across a

specimen and uses post-specimen single-channel detectorsto collect electrons scattered

at each raster position within a given solid angle. The specific collection angles of a

detector determine the dominant contrast mechanisms that form the resulting STEM im-

age. Bright field (BF) STEM imaging uses a relatively small disc-like detector designed

to collect the unscattered and low-order diffraction Bragg discs within 0 – 10mrad of

the optical axis. BF-STEM is similar to CTEM by reciprocity [56–58] and produces im-

age contrast dominated by diffraction and phase effects difficult to directly interpret for

crystalline materials, because small changes in microscope defocus, specimen thickness
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and specimen orientation produce abrupt changes in image contrast. Annular dark field

(ADF) STEM, another common imaging technique, utilizes an annular detector to avoid

the intense zero- and low-order Bragg reflections while onlycollecting highly-scattered

electrons> 50mrad. The detector averages over many weak high-order Bragg diffrac-

tion discs as well as incoherently scattered electrons to suppress diffraction contrast

and produce image intensities proportional to the atomic number
(

∝ Z1.7
)

and projected

thickness of the material at each raster position [59]. ADF-STEM image intensities

are directly interpretable, calledZ-contrast imaging, allowing material differentiation in

structures and is widely used in materials science for this purpose [60, 61].

1.5 Electron Tomography

Traditional TEM only produces two-dimensional projectionimages, but full under-

standing of some nanoscale structures requires three-dimensional analysis. Three-

dimensional characterization and visualization of nano-sized electronic devices can be

accomplished by electron tomography (ET) [2, 3, 62–67]. Thetechnique recovers the

lost information in the projection direction from a tilt-series of two-dimensional pro-

jection images acquired at many different viewing angles, assuming a monotonic re-

lationship between image intensities and material thickness [68]. The superposition

of many projection images yields an intrinsically higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in

reconstructions than the original projections, which improves measurement accuracy of

device features defined by material interfaces. Among many other uses, the tomographic

method is applied in medical computerized axial tomography(CAT) scans, which is ac-

complished by simultaneously rotating an x-ray source and detector around the patient

to provide projections from many different viewing angles. Electron microscopes re-
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Figure 1.10: Diagram of the single-axis tilting scheme for electron tomography

showing only three projections. Projections are recorded at regular

tilt increments ofθ as the object is rotated through a range of tilts

around a single fixed axis. A typical tilt-series contains 140 projec-

tion images from±70◦separated by consistent 1◦ increments.

quire a physically stable source and detector such that the object of interest is instead

rotated with respect to the electron beam for the same effect.

The single-axis tilt scheme (see figure 1.10) is the most commonly used technique

in ET, because it entails relatively simple methods for dataacquisition and reconstruc-

tion. A specimen rotates around the fixed eucentric axis of the microscope’s stage from

one extreme tilting angle to the other, while projections are acquired at regular tilt in-

crements. Ideally, a tilt-series contains projections from a complete 180◦ rotation of the

object to include information from all orientations, but typical TEM specimens (such as

those discussed in this thesis) are prepared in a slab geometry for traditional single-axis

high-tilt holders1. The maximum tilt range of traditional TEM stages is limitedto ap-

1Notable manufacturers of high-tilt holders include Fischione Instruments, Inc. and Gatan, Inc.
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Figure 1.11: The Fourier slice theorem states that a projection of an object is

equivalent to a sampling of the central plane of the object’sfull

Fourier transform at the same angle. a) This schematic represents

line-integrals (or projections) parallel to a given axis ofthe density

of a two-dimensional object into one-dimension at an angleθ. b) The

Fourier transform of the projection, represented by theF symbol, is

equivalent to a sampling of the object’s full Fourier transform at the

angleθ. This diagram shows a simplification of the Fourier slice the-

orem as applied to a two-dimensional object, but it easily translates

into three-dimensions.

proximately±80◦ due to space limitations between electron lenses in the microscope’s

column. New dedicated tomography holders with a post designallow for full rotation

of a needle-shaped specimen, which increases the final reconstruction resolution and

eliminates artifacts [69]. Specimen preparation techniques that produce needle-shaped

samples [54, 70] are not yet widely used by the electron microscopy community hinder-

ing adoption of full-rotation equipment. This thesis focuses on single-axis tilt series’ of

specimens prepared with the traditional slab geometry.
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1.5.1 Fourier Space Reconstruction

The Fourier slice theorem (also known as the projection theorem) is the basic underly-

ing principle of three-dimensional tomographic reconstruction regardless of the method

used to acquire the projections. It states that a projectionof an object at an angleθ

is equivalent to sampling a central plane of the object’s full three-dimensional Fourier

transform at the same angleθ. Figure 1.11 is a diagram of this mathematical theorem

outlining the connection between a) the projection in real space and b) the correspond-

ing plane sampled in Fourier (frequency) space. The Fouriertransforms of a series of

real-space projections acquired at many different angles can be used to fill in the object’s

three-dimensional Fourier transform, which is then inverted to produce a reconstruction

of the original object in real space. The diagram in Figure 1.12 shows the theoretical

discrete sampling of two-dimensional Fourier space along the kx andkz directions by

single-axis rotation to acquire 11 projection images evenly spaced through a tilt range

of ±70◦. Triangles in figure 1.12 highlight regions of Fourier spacenot sampled by this

incomplete tilting scheme, which slightly distorts features along the projection direction

(the z-axis) in the final reconstruction. Acquisition of projection images at the highest

tilt angle possible minimizes the effect of thismissing wedgeof information. Herman

[71] and Crowther [72] offer detailed treatments of the mathematics involved in Fourier

reconstruction.

The Fourier transforms of all acquired projections properly combine to fill an ob-

ject’s Fourier spaceF(kx, ky, kz), and application of the three-dimensional inverse Fourier

transformF −1[F(kx, ky, kz)] produces a real space approximation of the object’s shape

and density. This method, known as direct Fourier space reconstruction, offers a clear

description of tomography’s underlying principles but in practice presents difficult and

computationally expensive complications. The inverse transform requires a continu-
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Figure 1.12: Diagram of the sampling of two-dimensional Fourier space by 14

projections from±70◦ with tilt increments separated by 10◦. The

shaded, blue triangle highlights the missing wedge of information

that is not sampled by a single-axis tilt scheme. This missing infor-

mation leads to the elongation of features along the projection direc-

tion in the final reconstruction and effectively reduces the resolution

by a factor< 1.3 for the indicated sampling parameters as calculated

by equation (1.4).

ously varying function with a Cartesian based coordinate system, but tomographic data

is acquired by discrete, radial sampling as seen in Figure 1.12. The radially sampled data

requires interpolation to properly map into rectangular Cartesian space prior to Fourier

inversion, and the specific interpolation method chosen greatly affects the quality of the

final reconstruction [73].
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Figure 1.13: A diagram showing the projection of three dots arranged in a tri-

angle shape. The relative arrangement of the three dots changes as

perceived along different projection directions. Any one projection

does not uniquely describe the actual arrangement of the dots.

1.5.2 The Radon Transform and Real Space Reconstruction

Modern tomographic reconstruction methods rely on the real-space Radon transform to

avoid complications introduced by Fourier inversion [2, 71, 74, 75]. The Radon trans-

form maps a three-dimensional object onto a two-dimensional plane by calculating line

integrals (or projections) of the object’s density throughall ”projection rays” parallel to

a given axis. Incoherent electron scattering contrast in STEM and CTEM images is con-

sidered a line integral of the specimen’s density [76, 77], and therefore the Radon func-

tion provides a mathematical framework that closely matches the tomographic method.

A reconstruction from electron microscope projections reproduces the density distribu-
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tion of the original object, which can be used to distinguishregions of distinct material

phases in three-dimensions.

Figure 1.13 shows three one-dimensional projections of a triangular dot pattern at

different angles that describe the overall shape as observed parallel to each axis, but no

single projection gives a complete understanding of the actual distribution of the two-

dimensional dots. To reproduce the original object, the lower-dimensional projections

are extended back into the higher-dimensional space at the correct angles in a process

calledback-projectionillustrated in Figure 1.14. This limited reconstruction does not

faithfully reproduce the original triangle-dot formation, because it superimposes only

three back-projections with a limited±30◦ tilt range. Figure 1.14a) shows two extrane-

ous dots (one above and one below) included with the originalpattern from figure 1.13,

which are reconstruction artifacts easily eliminated by superimposing a fourth back-

projection at a higher angle as in Figure 1.14b). This exhibits the dangers of under

sampling even a simple pattern and indicates that complex, extended structures require

many projections from as large a tilt range as possible for anaccurate reconstruction.

1.5.3 Filtered and Iterative Back-Projection

A fundamental connection exists between Radon space and Fourier space such that

both theoretically offer equivalent methods for tomographic reconstruction [71], but the

forward and reverse Radon transforms are performed completely in real space. Back-

projection via the inverse Radon transform avoids the forward/inverse Fourier trans-

forms, interpolation and filtering necessary for direct frequency space based reconstruc-

tion algorithms. Reconstructions, even by direct real-space inversion, typically yield

blurred features with poorly defined fine spatial details, because as seen in figure 1.12,
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Figure 1.14: a) Direct back-projection of three Radon transforms at different an-

gles to produce an approximation of the original distribution. Two

extra dots appear due to the overlap of the back-projections, which

are only reconstruction artifacts. Addition of a fourth projection at

a higher angle faithfully reproduces the original three dotpattern.

More complex, extended structures will require many more projec-

tions for a faithful reconstruction.
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low-frequency information near the zero of thek-axes is oversampled as opposed to

the under sampled high frequencies. Theweighted back-projectiontechnique convolves

the reconstruction with a simple radial weighting filter that increases linearly from zero

amplitude at zero frequency to a maximum at a higher cut-off frequency. The weight-

ing filter evens out the uneven sampling distribution in Fourier space, [2, 75] and is

applied after the real-space back-projection calculations are completed via the Radon

transform. Weighted back-projection is currently the mostwidely used reconstruction

technique due to its simplicity and efficiency, but more complex techniques are capa-

ble of refining the initial reconstruction to more closely match the original experimental

projections.

Discrete, uneven sampling inherent in tomographic data acquisition introduces er-

rors in the final reconstruction, but the original TEM imagescan be considered ideal

projections of the object. The simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) for

ET [78], outlined in figure 1.15, takes advantage of this to improve the accuracy of the

final three-dimensional representation. First, an initialreconstruction is produced from

the experimental projections by weighted back-projection. A series of simulated pro-

jections is generated from the initial reconstruction by application of the forward Radon

transform at the same viewing angles used for the experiment. These ”re-projections”

are compared to the original TEM images, considered ideal projections of the origi-

nal structure, to minimize reconstruction errors introduced by discrete sampling. Back-

projection of the new projections produce a second version of the reconstruction, and the

process is iterated up to∼30× until the reconstruction produces re-projections closely

matching the experiment. SIRT yields reconstructions withhigher contrast compared to

other non-iterative methods, but the attainable resolution - discussed in section 1.5.4 -

is not well defined. Reconstructions presented in Chapters 2and 4 of this thesis utilize

SIRT for ET.
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Figure 1.15: Flowchart of the simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique

(SIRT) for three-dimensional electron tomography (ET).R andR−1

represent the Radon transform and its inverse respectively. Re-

projections of a trial reconstruction are compared to the original ex-

perimental data as a reference to eliminate artifacts. Up toN = 30

iterations are typically used to produce to a final reconstruction.
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1.5.4 Resolution of Electron Tomography Reconstructions

A non-iterative reconstruction from a single-axis tilt series exhibits anisotropic resolu-

tion, because the tomographic acquisition method inherently under samples the object’s

structure. Resolution along the tilt-axis (usually the x-axis) is equal to the original ex-

perimental resolution assuming a perfect tilt-series alignment as discussed in Appendix

A. Resolution along the imaging axis perpendicular to the tilt axis (usually the y-axis)

is estimated by the number of discrete projectionsN equally spaced over±90◦ used to

reconstruct a volume of diameterD as

dy =
πD
N

(1.3)

The missing wedge of information along thekz axis - unsampled due to a limited maxi-

mum tilt angleα < 90◦ - dominates resolution along the projection direction (always the

z-axis in this thesis) [63]. Features in the reconstructionare stretched by an elongated

factoreyz that affects the z-axis resolution as

dz = dy eyz = dy

√

α + sin(α) cos(α)
α − sin(α) cos(α)

(1.4)

Resolution along the projection direction should be maximized, because we specifi-

cally apply ET to recover this information. It is therefore essential to minimizeeyz by

maximizing the tilt range (α) and the resolution of the original TEM projections (dy).

Rotation increments finer than 1◦, however, do not achieve an appreciable increase in

theoretical resolution but will probably lead to increasederrors in tilt series alignment

(see Appendix A) such that resolution is more likely diminished. The elongation factor

is≤1.3 for a maximum tilt angle exceeding 70◦ in both directions [69, 72].

The above treatments of tomographic resolution are based onsimple theoretical fill-

ing of Fourier space by a discrete number of projections and aperfect tilt-series align-

ment. They are guidelines to the best achievable resolutionfor simple weighted back-
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projection reconstructions but do not directly apply to SIRT reconstructions, which de-

pend on parameters specific to each tilt-series such as noiseand the object’s shape. It

is therefore impractical to define equations that describe the resolution of SIRT recon-

structions beyond the precious estimations for weighted back-projections.

1.6 Monotonic TEM Image Intensities for Electron Tomography

For a proper three-dimensional reconstruction, ET requires image intensities that con-

sistently provide a monotonic measurement of some propertyof the sampled volume

in every tilted image, which is known as theprojection requirement. The resulting

reconstruction consists of voxel (the three-dimensional version of a pixel) intensities

exhibiting the three-dimensional distribution of the measured parameter. As previously

discussed in section 1.5.2, coherent or incoherent electron scattering within the mate-

rial dominate intensities in each TEM image pixel [76, 77]. Coherent contrast mecha-

nisms that dominate some traditional imaging techniques (see section 1.4.1) vary non-

monotonically with small changes in sample thickness or rotation and produce projec-

tions inconsistent with the projection requirement. The applicability of each imaging

technique to reconstruct a given structure depends on the dominant contrast due to the

materials present in the sampled volume.

Images of amorphous materials that make up cellular structures are commonly ac-

quired by CTEM’s parallel illumination, and an objective aperture inserted after the

specimen excludes some electrons from the image resulting in weak incoherent image

contrast. Crystalline materials common in solid state devices produce strong diffrac-

tion contrast independent of the projected specimen density regardless of the presence

of an objective aperture [55]. Figure 1.16a) shows a CTEM projection image of a thin
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polycrystalline Cu layer in cross-section with uniform projected thickness, but diffrac-

tion effects from randomly oriented Cu grains produce intensity variations unrelated to

mass-thickness. Therefore, CTEM fails the necessary projection requirement of ET for

crystalline materials and is generally unsuited to three-dimensional investigations of IC

devices.

The geometry and size of post-specimen electron detectors determine STEM image

contrast (see section 1.4.1) [55, 60, 61]. As seen in Figure 1.16b), diffraction contrast

dominates BF-STEM for crystalline materials similarly to CTEM and generally fails

to provide monotonically varying image intensities even for small changes in specimen

orientation. BF-STEM is suited to investigate amorphous material phases such as bio-

logical structures, but even very limited electron doses induce structural changes in these

materials [79]. Radiation damage and signal-to-noise are the limiting factors that deter-

mine tomography acquisition parameters, which directly affects the attainable resolution

of biological reconstructions [80–82]. CTEM is known to have a superior signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) for low dose conditions compared to STEM techniques [83], although

careful control of the focused STEM beam allows the user to precisely limit irradiation

of any given region [55]. Regardless, CTEM is much more common, and traditional

BF-STEM is rarely utilized for ET experiments.

HAADF-STEM imaging is dominated by the density, atomic number (Z) and thick-

ness of the target atoms at each raster position and generates incoherent image con-

trast that varies directly with specimen composition [55, 60, 84]. In Figure 1.16c), a

polycrystalline Cu thin-film exhibits nearly constant intensity, because the large annular

detector effectively eliminates diffraction contrast.Z-contrast dominates for thin cross-

sections (<50nm thick) and differentiates materials by image intensity. Problems arise

for HAADF-STEM in thick cross-sections of highly-scattering materials common in IC
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Figure 1.16: TEM images acquired with different imaging techniques of a Cu thin

film in cross-section prepared such that all measured positions are of

uniform thickness. a) The CTEM image shows intensity variations

due to the randomly oriented Cu crystal grains. b) BF-STEM image

exhibiting coherent scattering contrast very similar to the CTEM im-

age. This imaging technique is also not suited for three-dimensional

reconstructions of crystalline materials. c) HAADF-STEM image

showing relatively constant intensity across the entire Cuthin film.

Z-contrast imaging is dominated by material phase and thickness

such that it provides a proper projection for electron tomography.
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devices, because the detector’s outer collection angle is limited due to space limitations

inside the TEM column. Thick, highly-scattering materialsscatter a majority of elec-

trons beyond the range of the detector leading to a non-monotonic intensity/thickness

relationship. Chapter 3 investigates this issue in depth with emphasis on reconstructing

ultra-thick material cross-sections and details the novelincoherent BF-STEM technique

that produces image intensities complementary to HAADF-STEM without artifacts.

1.7 Overview

Chapter 2 shows that cross-sectional area measurements of scaled Cu interconnects from

STEM projection images are biased to low values due to the overlap of small, dense

features along the projection direction. Analysis of the same wire section by three-

dimensional ET provides many measurements of Cu cross-sectional area for a statisti-

cally relevant sampling of the LER contained within the sample’s thickness. The wire

resistivity calculated from a single measurement of a two-dimensional projection is 5%

lower than the average of many measurements from a three-dimensional reconstruc-

tion. ET gives an accurate representation of the device structure for efficient sampling

of interface roughness along a wire section with nanometer resolution. A cross-section

thickness<50nm is equal to half the spatial frequency of LER variationsalong the length

of this specific wire, and minimizes the effect of roughness on measurements from pro-

jection images. LER will represent a larger percentage of interconnect width in future

devices, which necessitates thinner samples for area measurements from projection im-

ages to converge with the tomographic average. 50nm sample thickness is near the lim-

itation of site specific sample preparation methods such as FIB, and three-dimensional

analysis of smaller wires may be necessary to accurately predict their performance [4].
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We develop the novel IBF-STEM imaging technique in chapter 3to image, with-

out artifacts, thick cross-sections containing highly-scattering materials. We wrote a

Monte-Carlo electron single-scattering code to simulate the transmitted electron inten-

sities collected with HAADF and IBF detectors by quantitatively modeling interactions

between high-energy electrons and solids of varying thickness. HAADF-STEM exhibits

contrast reversal in materials with large elastic scattering cross-sections, which produces

non-monotonic image intensities unsuited for ET. IBF-STEMis a complementary imag-

ing technique that produces monotonic image intensities for all material thicknesses [5].

Also, simulations of expected HAADF SNRs predict low-noise, high-contrast images

for relatively thin specimens, but IBF-STEM provides superior image quality for ultra-

thick cross-sections. We define a material thickness (t1/2 for any material that determines

the cutoff between thin sections preferably imaged by HAADF and ultra-thick sections

preferably imaged by IBF. This parameter varies directly with the Rutherford elastic

mean-free-path, and we develop a general relationship thatdetermines the STEM imag-

ing technique suitable for any material of any thickness.

In chapter 4, we investigate a via-to-wire interconnect structure containing a stress-

void that possibly undercuts the via connect, but simple projection images are incapable

of showing the actual void geometry or location. The 250nm wide Cu structure produces

contrast reversal in HAADF-STEM images at high tilt values for ET, and the resulting

reconstruction contains void artifacts that lower confidence in measurements of the ac-

tual void. We therefore apply IBF-STEM faithfully reconstruct the structure without

image artifacts and directly measure the void’s geometry, location and volume [5].
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CHAPTER 2

THREE DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT OF IC INTERCONNECTS USING

ELECTRON TOMOGRAPHY

Defect analysis in integrated circuit (IC) nanostructuresis of major concern for cir-

cuit reliability and large scale device integration for manufacturing. Various microscopy

methods have been used to verify the properties of fabricated structures, but only trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) provides the resolutionneeded to describe the 5 –

50nm features in modern devices. No structure is perfect at the nano-scale, and circuits

are built with tolerances to account for variations introduced during materials processing

steps such as lithography, etching and deposition. These variations are no longer negli-

gible compared to device dimensions and must be considered in order to predict device

performance and reliability. Complete device characterization requires accurate mea-

surements of these variations, whether they occur within orbetween devices. TEM by

itself is not viable for such characterization in certain microelectronics systems because

the overlap of small, dense features in projection complicates image analysis. This chap-

ter details confusing and sometimes inaccurate results obtained due to feature overlap

along the projection direction in TEM images. Three-dimensional reconstruction of IC

devices by electron tomography (ET) with a scanning transmission electron microscope

(STEM) is used to compare the results of projection images and the full reconstructed

structure.
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2.1 Measurements to Calculate the Resistivity of Copper Intercon-

nects

Cu interconnects can benefit from three-dimensional analysis to measure the cross-

sectional areas of the Cu conductor and TaN/Ta liner at many points along a single

wire. As detailed in section 1.2.1, Cu is currently used as the wire conductor in ”back-

end-of-line” (BEOL) structures due to its low resistivity and high resistance to electro-

/stress-migration with respect to other possible interconnect materials. Still, the Cu must

be lined with a TaN/Ta barrier layer to prevent migration of Cu into the semiconductor

and to provide adhesion to the interlayer dielectric (ILD) surface. The performance

of the wire as a conductor of electricity is affected by electron scattering from impu-

rities/defects, grain boundaries and rough material interfaces atthe wire’s surface. A

wire’s average resistivityρ is an intrinsic property of its conducting structure that de-

termines the resistanceR of a known lengthL and cross-sectionA by equation (1.2).

Materials processing steps introduce local deviations from the desired smooth walls,

known as line edge roughness (LER), with a negative impact onwire resistivity due to

increased nonspecular electron scatter at the Cu/barrier interface [48].

Scanning/transmission electron microscopes (S/TEM) are currently used (either in

the conventional or scanning mode) to directly measure semiconductor device features

within 20 – 100nm thick sections at sub-nanometer resolutions, but by design conven-

tional TEM and STEM only provide a projection of the imaged structure. In previous

generations of devices, variations along the projection direction were considered in-

significant compared to the device’s lateral dimensions of interest and were typically ig-

nored during device characterization. Modern chips contain smaller, denser structures,

so significant variations in the projection direction make measurements from simple
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projections potentially unreliable. Previously ignored structural defects now comprise

a non-trivial percentage of some critical dimension measurements, which can produce

significant variations in a device’s performance. As such, traditional transmission micro-

scopies may not be sufficient to fully characterize nanostructures, and three-dimensional

imaging techniques are necessary.

2.1.1 The Electron Tomography Technique

Three-dimensional characterization and visualization ofnano-sized electronic devices

can be accomplished by ET. The technique recovers the lost information in the projec-

tion direction from a tilt-series of two-dimensional projection images acquired at many

different viewing angles, assuming a monotonic relationship between image intensities

and material thickness [68]. The three-dimensional natureof a reconstruction with an

intrinsically higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to the superposition of many projec-

tion images improves measurement accuracy of device features that require differentia-

tion between two different materials. This chapter reports on conductor cross-sectional

area measurements used to calculate the average resistivity of ∼90nm wide Cu wires

lined with TaN/Ta barrier layers. The measurements are acquired by both two- and

three-dimensional transmission electron imaging techniques to determine the effect of

structural variations along the transmission direction contained within a cross-sectional

sample’s volume [4].
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2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Electron Tomography of Nanowires

ET is widely practiced in the biological sciences to reconstruct cell structures using con-

ventional transmission electron microscopy (CTEM) but hasonly recently been applied

to amorphous inorganic materials [67]. Applying ET to crystalline materials requires a

different imaging technique, because CTEM is a coherent imagingmode dominated by

phase and diffraction contrast, which vary non-monotonically accordingto the target’s

internal crystallographic orientation with respect to theincident electron beam [2, 85].

High-angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM, an alternative and incoherent imaging

method, employs an annular detector to collect only highly scattered electrons from a

focused, rastered beam of electrons. Pixel intensities in aSTEM image are given by in-

tegrating the transmitted electrons scattered within a given solid angle as the Ångstrom

sized beam rasters across the sample. Crystalline materials can diffract the incoming

electrons, but a HAADF detector averages over many weak Bragg reflections to pro-

duce incoherent image intensities largely dependent on thetarget’s atomic number (Z)

rather than diffraction conditions within the sample [59]. High mass-thickness materials

appear brighter in images due to high-angle elastic scattering of electrons, and images

contain little background noise in thin (< 100nm) samples. Bright field (BF) STEM

employs a small circular detector to collect forward scattered electrons and produces

coherent image contrast similar to CTEM, as expected by reciprocity [86].

Two TaN/Ta lined Damascene Cu wire arrangements are included in the study: a

single isolated wire approximately 90nm wide and a nested structure with 9 parallel,

closely packed wires approximately 80nm wide separated by 80nm of ILD. The Cu

wires were fabricated using the dual-Damascene method by first etching trenches in
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Figure 2.1: A high angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM imageshowing the

line-edge roughness (LER) of the copper wires from above. The

white dashed lines indicate a 200nm FIB cross-section thickness. The

amount of LER contained within a FIB cross-section is readily appar-

ent.

SiCOH, a low-dielectric-constant ILD, using photo-lithography and reactive ion etching

techniques [7]. Next, the trenches were filled with physicalvapor deposition (PVD)

TaN/Ta diffusion barriers, a PVD Cu seed, and electroplated Cu. The excess Cu over-

burden was then removed by chemical-mechanical polishing.Figure 2.1 shows a two-

dimensional projection image of the nested wire structure as viewed from above with

an FEI Tecnai F20 200keV electron microscope operated in HAADF-STEM mode. The

wires exhibit prominent LER with defect spatial frequency of ∼100nm along the wire’s

length and a±5nm deviation perpendicular to the length. A resistance of 2,815Ω was

calculated from 14 current-voltage measurements across 1mm of the center, nested wire.

Resistivity is normally calculated from the wire’s cross-sectional area as measured by

two-dimensional transmission imaging techniques that effectively integrate the structure
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along the wire’s length where LER blurs the interface between the overlapping barrier

and conductor.

The HAADF-STEM imaging mode is employed in an FEI Tecnai F20 electron mi-

croscope to three-dimensionally reconstruct a 250nm thickin-situ FIB cross-section of

the nested wire structure. The ET tilt series was acquired with the optic axis along the

wire length at 0◦ tilt, and the structure was tilted around an axis perpendicular to the

spacing between the wires. 71 projection images were acquired at 2◦ increments from

−73◦ to 67◦ (inclusive), which were aligned by automatic cross-correlation and manual

shifting techniques using IDL 6.1. The three-dimensional reconstruction was produced

using the multiplicative SIRT algorithm described in section 1.5.3 with 45 iterations im-

plemented in IDL 6.1 [78, 87]. This represents a significant effort during acquisition

and post-processing, but the reconstruction contains quantitative, nanoscale information

about the wires’ internal structure over their entire length. As calculated using equations

(1.3) and (1.4), the reconstruction exhibits 2nm resolution along the axis perpendicular

to the spacing between the wires (the y-axis) and 4.4nm resolution along the wires’

length (the z-axis). The anisotropic resolution is due to sub-pixel misalignments of the

original tilt series, the missing wedge phenomenon and discrete sampling of the struc-

ture with a finite number of tilt angles [2, 69].

The Cu cross-sectional area from projection images and tomography slices was de-

fined using segmentation tools in the Amira 3.1 software package from Mercury Com-

puter Systems. The border of the Cu conductor was traced by hand in each case using

the segmentation lasso tool with the auto trace and trace edges options enabled, allow-

ing the computer to aid in edge finding. Error in measuring thecross-sectional area is

estimated to be< 2% by repeating a wire area measurement 10 times.
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Figure 2.2: Three HAADF-STEM images of a) 280, b) 350 and c) 470nm thick

cross-sections of copper wires with TaN/Ta barrier layers. The copper

cross-sectional area is more difficult to distinguish from the TaN/Ta in

thicker specimens partially due to the overlap of LER in projection.

A focused ion beam (FIB) was used to prepare onein-situ and fiveex-situwire

cross-sections of varying thicknesses (0.28 – 0.47µm thick). Two ex-situspecimens

were further manually thinned in the FIB to∼0.1µm. The region between the dashed

lines in Figure 2.1 represents the portion of the wire contained within a 0.2µm thick FIB

cross-section. LER should not be ignored for Cu area measurements from projections

along a wire’s length because significant variations are present within the volume of

each FIB sample.

2.2.2 TEM Projection Imaging

Figure 2.2 shows three HAADF-STEM images of 280, 350 and 450nm thick FIB cross-

sections, which indicate the difficulty involved in discerning the conductor/barrier in-

terface as projected thickness increases. Preparation of thinner specimens minimizes
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Figure 2.3: Transmission electron microscope images of thesame 350nm thick

isolated copper line cross-section comparing three transmission imag-

ing techniques: a) conventional, b) bright field scanning and c) high

angle annular dark field scanning. The resulting measured copper

cross-sectional area is included above each image. The scanning tech-

niques tend to yield better image contrast for the thick cross-section

compared to the conventional technique.

inclusion of LER defects within the sample’s volume but gives a local measurement that

is not representative of the wire’s actual average cross-sectional area. Therefore, many

thin FIB sections are necessary to properly average measurements; a tedious and time

consuming endeavor.

Different projection imaging techniques produce varied results for investigating

moderately thick specimens. Figure 2.3 shows a) CTEM, b) BF-STEM and c) HAADF-

STEM images of the same 350nm thick FIB wire cross-section, allowing a compari-

son of the diverse results obtained from different transmission imaging methods. Each

image includes its measured cross-sectional area - these differ by as much as 10% -
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indicating that image contrast mechanisms affect measurement results [88]. CTEM is

not the optimal imaging method for very thick specimens, because it exhibits a much

weaker dependence on material atomic numberZ than HAADF-STEM imaging. Also,

the resolution of CTEM images suffers from additional chromatic aberration introduced

by post-specimen imaging lenses, which are not used during HAADF-STEM imaging.

Noise, low contrast and pixelation introduce subjectivityinto cross-sectional area mea-

surements, but 10 repeated measurements from the same imageproduce a maximum 2%

area difference, which is in addition to the larger variability measured between imaging

methods. CTEM images of FIB sections≥ 0.35µm thick lack sufficient contrast to dis-

cern the Cu/Ta interface, but STEM imaging techniques allow differentiation between

these highly scattering materials. For low electron dose conditions typically used in bi-

ological investigations, CTEM is known to have a superior signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

in cases where radiation damage is the most important imaging factor [83]. The wires

measured in this study, however, consist of robust materials that quickly conduct excess

charge and heat from the irradiated area and are generally resistant to knock-on damage

processes for the 200keV beam voltage used [89]. We therefore use large electron doses

to attain acceptable SNR, and in figure 2.3 STEM is found to produce higher contrast

for thick, dense materials contained in semiconductor electronic devices.
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Figure 2.4: Copper cross-sectional areas and the resultingcalculated resistivi-

ties of five FIB samples of varying thicknesses from the same nested

wire using a STEM. The LER contained within the sampled volume

causes large variations in measurements from fluctuations in rough-

ness. There is also a systematic trend to a smaller apparent cross-

sectional area due to the overlap of highly scattering barrier features

in projection.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 Effects of Roughness on Measurements from Projection Im-

ages

The center nested wire’s Cu cross-sectional area was measured in all fiveex-situFIB

cross-sections utilizing the HAADF-STEM imaging technique. The cross-sections were

of varied thicknesses from∼100nm – 470nm as measured in the FIB while viewing the

finished sample along the cutting direction (on-edge). Figure 2.4 shows the measured

conductor areas showing measurement variability due to theLER present within each

cross-section’s volume. A single projection image of a defect-prone structure leads

to poor estimations of overall critical structural dimensions because the specific (yet

arbitrarily chosen) portion of the wire contained within the sample volume may not be

representative of the mean conductor cross-sectional area. As mentioned previously,

size variations increasingly contribute to device performance degradation, and this trend

will worsen as devices are further scaled. Defect analysis and accurate measurements of

current/future nano-scale device parameters to predict performance require quantitative

three-dimensional imaging techniques for full device characterization.

2.3.2 Three-Dimensional Analysis

The ET method is generally considered very time consuming, but in this case is ef-

ficient when compared to preparing and measuring 121 properly thinned FIB cross-

sections [90] (disregarding the issue of feature overlap inprojection) required to obtain

a statistically similar average measurement. Figure 2.5 shows the reconstructed three-
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Figure 2.5: Three dimensional reconstruction of four wireslined with TaN/Ta and

filled with Cu to make 75nm wide Damascene interconnects. The

structures were reconstructed from 71 STEM projections at 2◦ tilt in-

crements from−73◦ to 67◦ by ET. A cutaway of the top of the third

wire reveals the LER contained within the sampled volume. Typi-

cal STEM projections do not show the roughness of the Cu/Ta inter-

face which obscures wire cross-sectional area measurements, but the

roughness is apparent in the three-dimensional reconstruction.
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dimensional surface of four nested wires (of the total nine)with a cutaway to expose

the LER contained within the sampled volume. ET allows visualization and quanti-

tative analysis of the object’s entire internal structure in all three dimensions, and the

reconstructed volume was analyzed manually with segmentation tools in the Amira 3.1

software package as described earlier. Figure 2.6 shows three orthogonal cross-sections

through the original reconstruction exhibiting the quality of the data and the detailed

information available along all three dimensions. Figure 2.7 shows a histogram of the

cross-sectional areas measured from each ET slice. The measured areas produce a mean

and standard error of (9.5±0.05)×103nm2 indicating the degree of variance LER intro-

duces within the FIB cross-section. The area measurements have a standard deviation

of 0.5× 103nm2. A separate two-dimensional HAADF-STEM projection image of the

same wire used in the reconstruction yields an area measurement of 9.0×103nm2 which

is a 5% difference from the tomographic measurements’ average. The maximum error

in manual cross-sectional area measurements utilizing thetools offered by the Amira

software package was earlier determined to be<2%, which does not account for the

discrepancies reported here.

Overlap of the wrinkled wire surface along the projected length of the wire con-

sistently produced conductor cross-sectional area measurements lower than the tomo-

graphic average in projection images of wire cross-sections from other locations, which

linearly impacts the resistivity calculated for this wire.Using the wire resistance mea-

surement quoted earlier ofR = 2,815Ω, wire resistivity (ρ) is calculated by equa-

tion (1.2) usingL = 1mm and the tomographic average cross-sectional area to give

ρ = 2.7 ± 0.01µΩcm. The same procedure was used to calculate the resistivities re-

ported in figures 2.4 and 2.7. Also, an area measurement of thepreviously mentioned

projection image of the same wire used for tomography measurements (9.0 × 103nm2)

yieldsρ = 2.5µΩcm, 7% lower than the tomographic average.
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Figure 2.6: Three cross-sections through the original tomographic reconstruction

showing the Cu (gray) lined with a TaN/Ta barrier (white). The lower

left panel shows the detailed information only available ina three-

dimensional reconstruction along the length and width of 8 separate

wires. TheZ-direction is the projection direction of the original tilt

series along the STEM optical axis. White dotted lines indicate the

locations of the slices shown in the other two panels. The toppanel

shows the wires’ in cross-section as they are normally viewed for con-

ductor area measurements. The tomography tilt axis, aroundwhich

the structure was rotated to acquire a tilt series, is parallel to theY-

direction and passes through the center of the wire structure. The

lower right panel shows a section through one wire along its length

(Z-direction) and height (Y-direction). Elongation of the wire struc-

tures due to the missing wedge effect is seen along theZ-direction, but

does not considerably affect cross-sectional area measurements.
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2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Minimum Thickness for Projection Measurements

Is it possible to avoid the discrepancy between the projected Cu cross-sectional area and

the estimate provided by ET? Measurements by two-dimensional projections are biased

to low values due to the overlap of the Cu conductor and its highly scattering TaN/Ta

barrier layer along the wire’s length. Preparation of thinner FIB specimens should al-

low for more accurate area measurements by excluding variations from the projected

volume, but this also necessitates sampling from many points along the wire for a statis-

tically meaningful average. Still, it is important to determine the FIB sample thickness at

which projection errors are minimized in two-dimensional projections such that ET and

projection analysis converge to equivalent area measurements. To determine this, differ-

ent thicknesses of the reconstructed three-dimensional data are summed (re-projected)

along the wire’s length to produce simulated projection images. A similar method is

employed in iterative tomographic reconstruction algorithms that modify a trial recon-

struction according to comparisons between its simulated projections and the original

STEM images until the two are consistent [78]. The simulatedprojection’s conductor

cross-sectional area is compared to the tomographic average of the same volume used

to produce the simulated projection. The re-projection is accomplished by integrating

pixel intensities in each reconstructed slice along the desired wire length, and the to-

mographic average is simply the average of the cross sectional area from each slice

within a given volume. As a test, the entire reconstructed wire was re-projected along

its length and compared to a normal HAADF-STEM projection. The resulting cross-

sectional area from the simulated projection is 8.8 × 103nm2, which is 2% lower than

the 9.0 × 103nm2 area measured from the two-dimensional HAADF-STEM projection
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Figure 2.7: A histogram of the measured area from each tomography slice and its

calculated resistivity (ρ) assuming a constant wire length. The mea-

surements vary by up to 15% showing the variability introduced by

LER.

image of the same structure. This difference is within the expected 2% error for cross-

sectional area measurement subjectivity quoted earlier inthis paper. The similarity of

these two measurements demonstrates the accuracy of the ET technique and the validity

of the re-projection method.
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Application of the re-projection technique was then used togenerate figure 2.8 and

determine that statistically significant disagreement occurs between projections and the

tomographic average when sample thickness exceeds 50nm, a thickness attainable by

manual ion beam thinning in modern FIBs. This thickness corresponds to half of the

wire’s 100nm defect spatial frequency, such that cross-sections greater than 50nm thick

contain significant LER defects. Overlap of these defects intwo-dimensional projec-

tions bias copper area measurements to lower values with a linear impact on the calcu-

lated wire resistivity. For thicknesses below 50nm, the accuracy of cross-sectional area

measurements is limited by error in area measurements. The minimum necessary TEM

specimen thickness to avoid projection errors is highly dependent on the wire’s LER pa-

rameters, such as the defect spatial frequency, and thus only provides an estimated ideal

cross-section thickness for the wire studied here. In general, for purely two-dimensional

projection STEM investigations, specimens should be sufficiently thin to avoid including

structural variability within its volume. LER is predictedto scale with wire widths of fu-

ture technology nodes, driving the ideal cross-section thickness to shrink below efficient

specimen preparation capabilities. Thus thick-sample three-dimensional analysis tech-

niques will be increasingly necessary. ET is capable of producing a three-dimensional

model from one relatively thick FIB sample, which would allow measurement of a struc-

ture at many points for good statistical averaging.

2.5 Conclusions

ET was successfully implemented to measure the Cu conductorcross-sectional area in

a wire with significant LER. We used the three-dimensional reconstruction of wires and

liners to calculate the wire’s average resistivity. Traditional STEM projection measure-

ments are found to overestimate the resistivity as a consequence of underestimating the
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Figure 2.8: Various thicknesses of the tomographic reconstruction of the same

wire used for figure 2.7 were re-projected (integrated) along the wire’s

length to simulate traditional projection images. The plotcompares

the Cu cross-sectional area measured in each reprojection to the aver-

age area of all of the reprojected tomographic slices. The maximum

allowable FIB sample thickness such that LER does not greatly affect

measurements is∼50nm for these 75nm wide lines. LER is projected

to vary inversely with Cu wire width making this requirementan upper

bound for cross-sectional measurements of future scaled wire struc-

tures.
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cross-section when LER defects overlap along the wire’s length in projection. These

problems are overcome by ET, which produces a three-dimensional reconstruction of a

structure with nanometer resolution. The time involved in data acquisition, alignment

and other post-processing of ET data can be significant (see appendix A), but it pro-

vides efficient and accurate measurement of critical device dimensions while avoiding

misinterpretation due to feature overlap common in traditional two-dimensional pro-

jection images. In this study, the overlap of LER defects in two-dimensional projec-

tion measurements leads to a 5% discrepancy between tomography and projection mea-

surements, representing a significant measurement error for a critical device parameter:

wire resistivity. The effect is minimized in this specific case for cross-sectional sample

thicknesses<50nm, which corresponds to half the LER defect spatial frequency along

the wire’s length. Structural variation will become more pronounced due to scaling of

micro-electronics and will necessitate the use of three-dimensional characterization for

full, accurate structural analysis.
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CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL INCOHERENT BRIGHT FIELD STEM

IMAGING TECHNIQUE

An essential condition for tomographic reconstructions isthat the signal must be

monotonic with thickness to avoid artifacts such as heavy particles appearing as voids.

Conventional phase-contrast transmission electron microscopy (CTEM) is unsuited to

electron tomography (ET) in crystal-containing specimens, because it produces non-

monotonic image intensities dependent on diffraction and phase conditions within the

sample rather than providing a signal related to the projected material thickness [2, 85].

CTEM is a coherent imaging mode where the image contrast changes from white to

black to white again periodically with crystal thickness ortilt from a zone-axis. In-

stead, annular dark field (ADF) detectors collect only highly-scattered electrons within

a large solid angle, averaging over many Bragg reflections, and thereby suppress phase

and minimize diffraction contrast [59, 61]. As a result, incoherent imaging via ADF

techniques in a scanning transmission electron microscope(STEM) have been used to

reconstruct thin (<100nm) specimens [2, 65]. Even so, we find that problems arise

when the object is comprised of very thick and/or high atomic number (Z) materials that

produce increased backscatter and significant multiple scattering events to high angles.

The projections undergo contrast reversals with increasing thickness. Hence, discern-

ing whether apparent voids are due to genuinely missing material or are simply image

artifacts is difficult. This phenomenon is exacerbated by the high tilts required for to-

mography that increase the projected thickness by a factor of three. Most common

specimen preparation methods, such as focused ion beam (FIB), cannot prepare thin

enough samples of dense Cu interconnect materials such as Taand W to avoid con-

trast reversal artifacts. Thick sections of IC devices are also desirable for a statistically

relevant sampling of critical device dimensions by ET reconstructions, but the imaging
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technique must produce monotonic intensities for all material thicknesses to ensure a

faithful reconstruction of the original structure.

This chapter details the development of a new STEM techniqueoptimized for imag-

ing ultra-thick cross-sections of highly-scattering materials, expanding the capabilities

of ET for the microelectronics and materials science communities. A Monte-Carlo (MC)

electron scattering program [91] written by the author withrelativistic corrections is

used to quantitatively model the interaction between a high-energy electron beam and a

solid in order to investigate the problems that occur duringthe imaging of thick spec-

imens. Simulations are compared with experiments of electron beam propagation in

high mass-thickness materials to investigate the origin ofthe ADF contrast reversal.

As a result, the novel incoherent bright field (IBF) STEM technique is developed and

shown to produce monotonic image intensities at all material thicknesses [5]. The sig-

nal is complementary of an ideal ADF detector. Further, IBF-STEM exhibits a superior

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for thick material sections such that the IBF technique is

advantageous even for material thicknesses that do not undergo contrast reversals.

3.1 Beam Spreading in Ultra-Thick Cross-sections

The first question is how will beam broadening impact the attainable spatial resolution?

As the incident electrons travel through a specimen, they undergo random inelastic col-

lisions with the target material’s atoms causing the beam tospread. Goldstein,et al [92]

estimated the broadening of the beam according to the radiusthat contains 90% of the

scattered incident electronsR90% at a given material thicknesst as

R90% ∝
(Zt3/2)

E0
(3.1)

for a target material’s atomic numberZ and incident electron energyE0. This estima-

tion is traditionally used to estimate the volume probed foranalytical microanalysis and
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Figure 3.1: a) Monte-Carlo simulations of beam spreading inSi for 300keV inci-

dent electrons. The closed dots mark the apparent full-width at half-

max (FWHM) of a buried 0.03µm Au feature as measured after the

beam spreads through a given thickness of Si. This is smallerthan

the resolution predicted by both the simulated 90% beam radiusR90%

(open circles) and the resolution predicted by the Goldstein formula

from equation (3.1) (solid line). b) Histogram of the exit distance

(radius) from the central beam of each 300keV electron afterscatter-

ing through 1µm of Si. The radius containing 90% of all electrons

(R90% = 21nm) is indicated by a vertical dashed line. The distribu-

tion shows that theR90% value is biased by few electrons that scat-

ter to very high angles. The data was generated with Monte-Carlo

single-scattering simulations of inelastic and elastic electron interac-

tions written by the author based on Joy’s work [91]
.
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to approximate the attainable imaging resolution for a given specimen thickness. The

closed dots in figure 3.1a) show theR90% measured from MC simulations of electrons

transmitted through various thicknesses of Si. The solid line on the figure shows a fit of

equation (3.1) to the measuredR90% indicating that the simulated beam broadens con-

sistently with Goldstein’s prediction. Figure 3.1b) showsa histogram of the number of

300keV electrons that exit a given distance from the centralbeam after passing through

1µm of Si. For these conditions, theR90% = 21nm and is shown on the plot by a vertical

dashed line. This measure of resolution is biased by rare events that scatter a few elec-

trons to large angles producing wide tails in a distributionotherwise strongly peaked

at the beam’s center. This implies thatR90% is not a good measure of resolution for

imaging.

To determine the effect of beam spreading on resolution, the simulated ADF signal

was recorded for a probe scanned across a 0.03µm Au feature on the exit surface of a Si

substrate with various thicknesses. The full-width at half-max (FWHM) of the Au par-

ticle was determined from the ADF signal collected for each thickness to compare with

theR90% value. The closed dots in figure 3.1a) show the measured FWHM and indicate

that the discrepancy between the FWHM of the Au test object and theR90% grows with

thickness. At 1µm the two measures differ by as much as a factor of five. This com-

parison of the two measures of resolution shows thatR90% gives an overly pessimistic

estimate of image resolution in ultra-thick materials, andtherefore image resolution can

be maintained for the thicknesses required of microelectronics tomography.

Si is a very common substrate for IC devices, but it is useful to show beam spreading

in other materials. Figure 3.2 shows the measured FWHM of a 0.03µm feature from a

beam of 200keV electrons spread through C, Si and Cu substrates. Beam spreading in

each different material scales nearly linearly with the average root-mean-square angle
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Figure 3.2: Monte-Carlo simulations of beam spreading in C,Si and Cu for

200keV incident electrons. The symbols indicate the apparent full-

width at half-max (FWHM) of a buried 0.03µm Au feature as mea-

sured after the beam spreads through a given thickness of each mate-

rial. The curves for each material are fit tot3/2 as expected for multiple

scattering of electrons. The horizontal dotted line shows the actual ra-

dius of the buried feature.

for multiple scattering of electrons transmitted though a material asZt3/2ρ1/2 [93]. The

materials with larger atomic numberZ scatter electrons more strongly producing a larger

beam at the exit surface. Very thick substrates( >> 1µm) severely reduce resolution of

buried features.
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Figure 3.3: Monte-Carlo simulations of beam spreading in C,Si and Cu for

200keV incident electrons. The symbols indicate the apparent full-

width at half-max (FWHM) of a buried 0.03µm Au feature as mea-

sured after the beam spreads through varied thicknesses of each ma-

terial. The average root-mean-square angle for multiple scattering of

electrons transmitted though a material varies asZt3/2ρ1/2 [93], which

scales nearly linearly (solid line) with the FWHM for each target ma-

terial.

3.2 Contrast Reversals in ADF-STEM Imaging

Figure 3.4a) shows electron scatter (> 50mrad) onto the ADF detector that commonly

occurs for relatively thin material sections. The ADF’s outer collection angle is lim-

ited by the available space within the microscope column such that some very highly-

scattered electrons (including backscatter) are scattered beyond the outer collection

range of the detector. Figure 3.4b) shows a diagram of this phenomenon.
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Figure 3.4: A scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) focuses an

electron beam to an Ångstrom-sized spot on the surface of a specimen

and uses a post-specimen single-channel detector to collect transmit-

ted electrons scattered within a given solid angle. The outer collection

angle of an annular dark field (ADF) detector is limited by available

space in the microscope column. The left diagram shows normal scat-

tering to the ADF from a typical thin cross-section, but highmass-

thickness materials can scatter the majority of electrons beyond the

outer ADF collection range (backscatter is an extreme example). The

loss of highly-scattered electrons results in unexpectedly lower image

intensities for high-Z materials known as contrast reversal.

The simulated transmitted electron intensity through a Cu film as a function of thick-

ness is shown in figure 3.5a) for ADF detectors with different inner collection angles.

The peak in each curve indicates the thickness at which the image undergoes a contrast

reversal and ceases to provide physically meaningful information. The effect of increas-

ing the ADF inner collection angle only serves to delay the onset of the contrast reversal

to slightly thicker material while collecting a smaller portion of the transmitted signal.

The average scattering angle of electrons that escape from the exit surface of the speci-

men and the number of backscattered electrons increases with thickness. Every material
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Figure 3.5: a) Simulated transmitted electron intensity of200keV electrons scat-

tered through Cu for annular dark field detectors with different inner

detection angles. b) Transmission functions for an ADF detector col-

lecting 100 – 250 milli-radians (mrad) for 3 elements: Ta, Cuand

Si. The peak in the transmission function indicates the thickness at

which a contrast reversal occurs. The contrast reversal in Ta occurs

at a thickness below the limits of many sample preparation methods,

such as focused ion beam milling.

will eventually undergo a contrast reversal, although it may occur at impractically large

thicknesses for low-Z materials such as Si.

Figure 3.5b) shows the simulated intensity of 200keV electrons transmitted through

different thicknesses of Si, Cu and Ta (Z = 14, 29, 73 respectively) incident on an ADF-

STEM detector with collection angles of 50 – 250mrad - similar to the detector used

in our experiments. The peak in each intensity curve indicates the thickness at which

each material undergoes a contrast reversal due to high-angle scatter and backscatter

beyond the detector’s range and ceases to yield monotonic image intensities. Figure

3.5b) also demonstrates the general trend that higher atomic number materials reverse

contrast with thinner material due to enhanced electron scatter. The peaks of Figure

3.5b) specifically predict that Cu and Ta reverse contrast at390nm and 120nm projected
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Figure 3.6: Diagram of a TEM specimen prepared in the common slab geometry

with a thickness oft0 that is tilted to 70◦ with respect to the electron

beam. Projected thicknesst′ increases as the secant of the tilting an-

glesθ and increases by as much as 3× at the highest angles required

by tomography. This results in unexpected contrast reversals during

tilt-series acquisition of structures containing highly-scattering mate-

rials.

thicknesses respectively for these specific ADF detector collection angles (not shown is

the Si peak at> 2µm).

The problem is especially prevalent for moderately thick cross-sections of highly-

scattering materials common in IC structures due to the hightilt angles (≥ 60◦) required

for accurate reconstruction in three-dimensions. Specimens commonly prepared in a

slab geometry for traditional TEM holders increase in thickness as the secant of the

tilting angleθ during acquisition of a tilt-series. Figure 3.6 shows the geometry of a

tilted TEM specimen with original thicknesst0 as seen along the tilt axis. The projected

thicknesst′ is much larger than the actual slab thickness, and such high tilting angles
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can lead to a 3× increase unexpectedly causing contrast reversal for highly-scattering

materials. For example, a TEM sample containing Ta must havet0 < 40nm to produce

monotonic image intensities throughout a tilt-series for ET. Tomographic reconstruction

algorithms require image intensities be monotonic with specimen thickness throughout

the range of tilts, and contrast reversal at high tilts has been shown to introduce void

artifacts in three-dimensional reconstructions [5].

3.3 Incoherent Bright Field STEM

Electrons with incident energies common in STEM (100 – 200keV) have ranges of

hundreds of microns that exceed even the thickest specimensconsidered here and are not

stopped in the specimen [84, 94]. They must escape somewhere, and figure 3.7 shows

the three possible exit regions: forward-scattered brightfield (BF), highly-scattered dark

field (DF) and backscattering. Contrast reversals could be avoided by collecting all

electrons scattered within the DF and backscattering regions, but this is impossible to

implement because it requires a detector that wraps completely around the specimen (in

all but a 6◦ cone about the optic axis).

The same information could be obtained by collecting the complement of all highly

scattered electrons in the form of the forward-scattered electrons, i.e. the 6◦ cone seen in

figure 3.7, as a bright field (BF) signal [95]. This has been overlooked in experimental

tomography, because the traditional BF-STEM signal (0 – 10mrad) suffers from coher-

ent imaging artifacts: intensities that oscillate with thickness and zone axis orientation,

similar to a CTEM image. However, incoherent simulations ofthe BF signal by Levine

[96, 97] show this to be a promising method for imaging thick sections if there were no

coherence problems. The coherence artifacts are most prevalent when the detector col-
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Figure 3.7: High-energy electrons have ranges much larger even than the thick-

ness of ultra-thick TEM specimens, and therefore all incident STEM

electrons must exit the specimen. This diagram labels the possible

scattering regions for an electron. The forward-scatteredbright field

(BF) signal is the complement of the backscatter and highly-scattered

dark field (DF) electrons. Thus, an incoherent BF (IBF) detector pro-

vides the same information as a ”perfect” ADF detector that collects

the DF and backscattered electrons but avoids contrast reversal.

lection half-angle is small. More precisely, the phase contrast that gives CTEM images

their typical speckle is suppressed when the collection angle, θC, is larger than the probe

convergence,θP [86, 95]. The BF image becomes incoherent when (θC�θP)2 >> 1,

often taken as (θC�θP)2 ≈ 3 [59, 86], at which point it becomes the complement of

the ADF signal [95, 98]. A detector half-angle more than five times larger than that

of the probe-forming aperture’s is usually sufficient to suppress diffraction contrast and

produce the complement of the ADF image [61, 86, 95].

Figure 3.8 shows the simulated transmission functions of different Cu thicknesses for

BF-STEM detectors with different detector half-angles, assuming the incoherent imag-

ing conditions are met. All signals are monotonic, a necessary condition to reconstruct
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Figure 3.8: The simulated transmission function for BF-STEM detectors with dif-

ferent outer collection angles (in mrad) do not significantly deviate

from Beer’s law of exponential decay for large half-angles.The sig-

nal does not undergo a contrast reversal and allows thick sections of

highly-scattering material to be reconstructed in three-dimensions.

object boundaries in ET. To correctly recover relative densities, the functional form of

the curve is also required (e.g., Beer’s law assumes a simpleexponential decay). The BF

detectors with higher half-angles produce simpler signalswith higher intensities, both

of which are desirable for ET. The trade off is acceptance of electrons that have spread

further thus degrading spatial resolution [88, 96]. Theoryby Levine gives a functional

form that could be applied to extend the usable thickness range if the materials type

were known [97]. This might be incorporated in an iterative refinement method where

the first pass is made using Beer’s law to define the boundariesof the different phases.
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Table 3.1: The camera lengths and collection angles of the Fischione HAADF-

STEM detector installed on the FEI Tecnai F20 microscope at Cornell

University.

Camera length (mm) Inner collection angle (mrad)Outer collection angle (mrad)

100 65 323

80 84 418

70 97 483

50 125 623

40 174 933

30 226 1212

3.3.1 Implementation of the IBF technique

The IBF-STEM imaging technique collects all the electrons scattered at angles below

100mrad. This is a large enough angle to effectively remove the coherent properties

of the image and collect more electrons for a stronger signal. Like HAADF, the sig-

nal is incoherent and scales with the atomic number (Z) of the scattering elements as

Z1.7 [59]. Unlike ADF imaging, the incident beam still reaches the detector, requiring

a greater dynamic range for the detector, amplifier and readout electronics. Without

the improved electronics, there would be little contrast between materials with similar

mass-thicknesses – e.g. a-Si and SiO2. Many other common materials of interest to the

microelectronics industry have large atomic number differences (such as Si, Cu and Ta)

and do not suffer from this drawback. Experiments were conducted in an FEI Tecnai

TF20 operating in STEM mode and outfitted with a high-sensitivity Fischione HAADF

detector (based on a design by Thomas and Kirkland [60]). Thestandard FEI preampli-

fier was replaced with a low-noise, high-gain Hamamatsu C7319 amplifier to increase
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the dynamic range, which we know to be crucial in attaining acceptable signal-to-noise

levels for the IBF method [99]. The BF detectors installed inthe F20 STEM are in-

capable of collecting such a large range of scattered electrons and provide insufficient

signal quality. Therefore, the IBF technique was implemented by shifting the beam axis

between the HAADF detector’s inner and outer radius (with the post-specimen diffrac-

tion shifts) to create a BF detector with the necessarily large collection angle. Table

3.1 shows the inner and outer collection angles in mrad measured for the Fischione

HAADF-STEM detector installed on the FEI Tecnai F20 electron microscope at Cor-

nell University. An IBF detector that collects 0 – 129mrad ispossible by this technique

at the 100mm camera length, although it does not provide a symmetrical detector.

It is important to note that IBF-STEM imaging requires a highdynamic range, low

noise electron detector to distinguish small changes in transmitted intensity at each raster

position from the intense, unscattered electron beam continually incident on the detec-

tor. Inadequately sensitive detectors and noisy readout electronics will produce images

with insufficient contrast to distinguish materials as the beam rastersacross the sam-

ple. This is the major hurdle to implementing this imaging technique in many existing

microscopes, which may require some modification to amplifier and readout electronics.

3.4 Comparison of ADF- and IBF-STEM Imaging

So far, IBF-STEM was utilized only as a replacement for ADF-STEM imaging to pro-

vide artifact-free projection images of ultra-thick cross-sections possibly affected by

contrast reversal. The two techniques provide complementary image intensities for rela-

tively thin material sections (ignoring noise), but their SNRs exhibit opposite trends with

increasing thickness due to the number of electrons scattered to each detector. Therefore,
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Figure 3.9: Monte-Carlo simulations of the transmitted electron signal for 200keV

electrons scattered through different thicknesses of Cu. Contrast re-

versal occurs at greater thicknesses for larger outer collection angles.

No contrast reversal occurs for a ”perfect” ADF detector that collects

all highly-scattered electrons> 50mrad including backscatter.

is there a range of thicknesses for any material at which the IBF-STEM technique pro-

vides superior imaging conditions compared to ADF? In this section, the SNR is used as

a measure for image quality to produce a general relationship determining which method

is better suited for imaging any material at a given thickness. High SNR is especially

important in metrology to distinguish materials and their interfaces for measurements

critical structural dimensions.
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3.4.1 Signal-to-Noise Ratios for STEM Imaging Techniques

To allow simple analytical comparisons, all scattering from a target material is desig-

nated as high-angle ADF (HAADF) scattering (> 100mrad) or low-angle IBF scattering

( < 100mrad), and MC simulations of transmitted electron intensity for various materials

are used to determine the expected SNRs for STEM detectors collecting electrons scat-

tered within these two regimes. The collection efficiency of such a ”perfect” HAADF

detector (perfect in that it collects even backscattered electrons), shown as a solid black

line in figure 3.9, excludes contrast reversals from the simulations, but this simplifica-

tion allows an analytical comparison between the HAADF and IBF imaging techniques.

Allowing for a non-ideal HAADF detector reduces the HAADF SNR.

Similarly to the discussion in section 3.3 and figure 3.7, allincident electrons (I0) are

accounted for in the two scattering regimes being considered such that the entire system

follows the equation

I0 = IHAADF + I IBF (3.2)

where IHAADF and I IBF are the number of electrons collected by a ”perfect” HAADF

and an IBF detector respectively. To compare the useful information collected by each

detector,IHAADF andI IBF must be referenced to the number of electrons collected by each

technique when the beam passes only through vacuum without any scattering events. No

electrons are scattered in vacuum such that the HAADF signalis simply the number of

electrons collected (IHAADF), but the unscattered beam is always incident on the IBF

detector which produces a signal given byI0 − I IBF. Thus, the full unscattered electron

beam introduces a large noise component that overwhelms IBFimage intensities for

thin material sections, but HAADF avoids the central beam providing lower noise in

equivalent conditions. As material thickness increases, more electrons scatter out of the

central beam oppositely affecting the noise of each technique, which is determined by
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Figure 3.10: Plot ofR, the ratio of SNRHAADF and SNRIBF, from equation (3.6)

where all electrons scattered> 100mrad are collected by a ”perfect”

HAADF detector (including backscatter). Image quality forthe two

techniques is equivalent when SNRHAADF = SNRIBF which occurs

when 50% of incident electrons scatter>100mrad. When this con-

dition is met, the IBF detector provides superior imaging conditions

for increased electron scattering.

the square root of the number of collected electrons. The SNRs are defined as

SNRHAADF =
IHAADF√
IHAADF

(3.3)

SNRIBF =
(I0 − I IBF)
√

I IBF

(3.4)

Using equation (3.2), the right hand side of equation (3.4) is rewritten

SNRIBF =
IHAADF√

I0 − IHAADF

(3.5)
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where onlyI0 andIHAADF remain. LetR represent the ratio of the two SNRs to give the

relation

R≡ SNRHAADF

SNRIBF
=

√

I0

IHAADF
− 1 (3.6)

R is plotted in figure 3.10 to show that the HAADF image quality is superior to IBF

when few electrons scatter to high angles such thatIHAADF << I0 (as in thin material

sections). R decreases rapidly as the HAADF intensity increases until the SNRs are

equivalent (R= 1) when

IHAADF =
I0

2
(3.7)

and continues to drop. Thus, the IBF signal becomes advantageous when more than

50% of incident electrons scatter to high angles beyond the IBF detector.

3.4.2 General Function to Determine the IBF ”Cutoff” Thickness

An IBF detector is advantageous over a HAADF detector for material thicknesses that

scatter>50% of incident electrons beyond the IBF outer collection angle. We designate

this ”cutoff” thickness byt1/2 in the following expressions and show that it strongly

varies with target material and incident electron energy intable 3.2. In this section,

a general relation is determined for high-energy electronsthat describes the range of

thicknesses suitable for either HAADF- or IBF-STEM imagingfor any material.

Beer’s law describes the exponential attenuation due to scattering of an incident

electron beam transmitted through a thicknesst of a target material as

I = I0e
−ρ t/xel (3.8)

whereρ is the density with units g· cm−3 andxel is the material’s elastic mean-free-path

for electrons with units g· cm−2 [84]. Substituting in the condition from equation (3.7)
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into equation (3.8) gives
I0

2
= I0 e−ρ t1/2/xel (3.9)

which relates the elastic mean-free-path to the cutoff thicknesst1/2 for any material.

Further, the actual distance between elastic scattering eventsΛel (with units of cm) is

given by dividingxel by the material’s density

Λel =
xel

ρ
(3.10)

Substituting for this and rearranging the terms in equation(3.9) yields

t1/2 = Λel ln(2) (3.11)

which predicts a linear relationship betweent1/2 andΛel. Table 3.2 tabulatest1/2 for

various materials (with the pertinent material parameters) and incident energies as de-

termined from MC simulations, but an analytical determination of the elastic mean-free-

path is useful to determine the cutoff thickness for any material.

3.4.3 The Rutherford Elastic Mean-Free-Path

The Rutherford total elastic cross-section for large-angle scattering (σel is used to esti-

mate the elastic mean-free-pathΛel of electrons scattering in any material is given by

σel =

(

E + E0

E + 2E0

)2 (

2πq4

(8πǫ0)2

) (

Z1.7

E2

)

[

cot2
(

θ

2

)]

(3.12)

whereE is the incident electron energy,E0 is the electron rest energy,ǫ0 is the permi-

tivity of free space,q is the electron charge andθ is the electron scattering angle [84].

The analytically derived Rutherford cross-section variesasZ 2, but a more accurate pre-

diction of scattering from the high-Z materials under investigation is obtained using the

empirically determinedZ1.7 parameter [59]. Absolute values forσel calculated with
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Table 3.2: Material parameters used in calculations and simulations of the cut-

off thickness (t1/2) for an IBF detector with outer collection angle of

100mrad. t1/2 is determined from Monte-Carlo single-scattering sim-

ulations as the thickness at which 50% of incident electronsscatter

>100mrad. t1/2 is too large to simulate for 200 and 300keV incident

electrons.

100keV 200keV 300keV

Z At (g) ρ (g · cm−3) t1/2 (µm) t1/2 (µm) t1/2 (µm)

Ta 73 180.9479 16.65 0.035 0.09 0.16

Cu 29 63.546 8.92 0.11 0.305 0.55

Si 14 28.086 2.33 0.67 1.93 3.3

Au 79 196.97 19.32 0.025 0.073 0.13

C 6 12.0107 1.2 2.5 N/A N/A

Ge 32 72.61 5.323 0.175 0.49 0.88

Mo 42 95.94 10.22 0.075 0.21 0.37

Ti 22 47.867 4.54 0.26 0.75 1.35

equation (3.12) do not agree well with experiments due to thefailure of the Born ap-

proximation in high-Z materials and insufficiently accounting for screening of the target

atoms’ nucleus [84, 100]. However, equation (3.12) is useful to find a proportionality

relationship with the IBF cutoff thicknesst1/2 as in equation (3.11). To this end,σel is

related to the actual distance between elastic scattering eventsΛel (with units of cm) as

electrons propagate through a material by the relation

σel =
At

NAρΛel
(3.13)

whereAt is the atomic weight andNa is Avogadro’s number. Removing the extraneous

physical constants from the Rutherford cross-section in equation (3.12) and combin-
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Figure 3.11: A log-log plot of a material’s elastic mean-free-path as calculated by

the Rutherford cross-section for 100keV electrons againstthe thick-

ness at which 50% of incident electrons scatter> 100mrad for var-

ious elements. The Rutherford calculation uses the empirically de-

rivedZ1.7 dependence (see equation (3.12)). The simulations and cal-

culations utilize a wide range of materials producing a general rela-

tionship. Equation 3.16 gives a linear fit to the data that estimates the

cutoff thicknesst1/2 above which IBF-STEM images exhibit higher

SNR compared to HAADF-STEM.
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ing with equations (3.11) and (3.13) yields a general relationship between fundamental

material parameters and the IBF cutoff thickness as

t1/2 ∝
(

βAt

Z1.7ρ

)

(3.14)

wheret1/2 has unitsµm. β is a correction for relativistic energies calculated by

β = E2

(

E + 2E0

E + E0

)2

(3.15)

Figure 3.11 shows a log-log plot ofΛel againstt1/2 for 100keV electrons using equa-

tion 3.14 and the parameters provided in table 3.2. The linear relationship holds for a

wide range of materials, and can therefore predict the IBF cutoff thickness for any ma-

terial. Figure 3.12 shows similar data for 100, 200 and 300keV incident STEM electron

energies and a fit of the data for all energies given by

t1/2 = 1.11× 10−4

(

βAt

Z1.7ρ

)

in µm (3.16)

This equation determines the thickness at which an IBF-STEMdetector with outer col-

lection angle of 100mrad provides superior imaging conditions compared to a comple-

mentary HAADF detector.

t1/2 for some lighter materials (such as C) is too large to be considered as a realistic

TEM specimen thickness, and only HAADF should be used for those materials. Equa-

tion 3.16 is most useful to determine the suitable imaging technique for thick cross-

sections containing high-Z materials taking into account the full range of thicknesses

encountered throughout tomographic data acquisition (3× increase at 70◦). High SNR

is important for images acquired at high tilts that sample high-frequency information

along the sample thickness (kz in figure 1.4). Otherwise, fine details are lost in the noise

obscuring critical structural features along the projection direction in the final three-

dimensional reconstruction.
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Figure 3.12: A log-log plot of the thickness at which the signal-to-noise ratio

of the HAADF and IBF imaging techniques are equal for various

elements against the material mean-free-path as calculated by the

Rutherford cross-section for 100, 200 and 300keV electrons. The

Rutherford calculation uses the empirically derivedZ1.7 dependence,

assumes a perfect ADF detector and assumes the outer IBF collec-

tion angle is 100mrad. The linear fit detailed in equation 3.16 pro-

vides a general estimation for the cutoff thicknesst1/2 above which

IBF-STEM images exhibit higher SNR than HAADF-STEM for any

material.
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3.5 Conclusions

Conventional electron microscopies have proven inadequate for imaging complicated

structures due to the overlap of features in projection. Theemergence of smaller and

denser devices in microelectronics will necessitate the application of electron tomogra-

phy for a complete understanding of their three-dimensional structure. Traditional tech-

niques produce transmission functions with a non-monotonic dependence of intensity on

thickness for common microelectronic materials, making them unsuitable for tomogra-

phy. We wrote a custom MC electron single-scattering code toinvestigate scattering in-

teractions between high-energy electrons that cause contrast reversal in HAADF-STEM

imaging and developed a novel IBF-STEM technique capable ofimaging ultra-thick

cross-section of highly-scattering materials.

The size of an electron beam propagating in a material increases, which reduces the

attainable image resolution for a given specimen thickness. MC simulations provided

the radius that contains 90% of electrons at the exit surfaceof a thick substrate (R90%),

which is biased to large values by relatively few high-anglescattering events. A large

discrepancy exists betweenR90% and the measured FWHM of a Au feature at the sam-

ple’s exit surface, indicatingR90% is a poor estimation of image resolution. We expect

image resolution is maintained even for ultra-thick cross-sections for electron tomogra-

phy.

Contrast reversals occur in HAADF-STEM images when the majority of electrons

are scattered beyond the detector’s outer collection angle. The average scattering an-

gle of transmitted electrons and the electron backscatter yield increase with thickness

for any material, and contrast reversals are ultimately unavoidable for HAADF. Some

low-Z materials, however, require projected thicknesses of several microns to reverse
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contrast at 200keV. The phenomenon is especially prominentin ET, because projected

material thickness increases as the secant of the tilt angle, leading to a 3× increase at

the highest tilt angles. Chapter 2 concludes that the most efficient use of ET involves

reconstruction of a relatively large portion of the overallstructure for a statistically sig-

nificant sampling of possible device variations. ADF-STEM does not always provide

monotonic image intensities throughout a tomographic tilt-series, which may produce

image artifacts indistinguishable from material voids in areconstruction.

IBF-STEM presents an alternative imaging technique complementary to traditional

HAADF-STEM but exhibits monotonic, predictable behavior capable of producing

artifact-free three-dimensional reconstructions of material cross-sections up to 1µm in

thickness that are not possible with traditional HAADF-STEM. This allows many mea-

surements of critical device parameters for statisticallyrelevant sampling of extended

structures. A large noise component due to the unscattered electron beam incident

on the IBF detector can overwhelm any signal at low thicknesses, but the signal and

noise simultaneously improve with increased material thickness compared to the com-

plementary ADF technique. The IBF technique provides superior imaging conditions,

as measured by SNR, even before HAADF reverses contrast, andthis chapter provides

an equation to determine the suitable imaging technique forany given material thick-

ness. This is especially useful for minimizing SNR in projection images of ultra-thick

cross-sections for well defined material feature boundaries that allow accurate structural

measurements in three-dimensional reconstructions.
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CHAPTER 4

USE OF IBF-STEM IMAGING TO RECONSTRUCT ULTRA-THICK

CROSS-SECTIONS OF HIGHLY-SCATTERING MATERIALS

In the current chapter, we compare experimental incoherentbright field (IBF) and

annular dark field (ADF) STEM images of an ultra-thick cross-section to demonstrate

IBF’s validity for electron tomography (ET) when traditional imaging techniques fail

to provide directly interpretable image contrast. A tilt-series acquired by high-angle

annular dark field (HAADF) STEM of a stress void at the juncture of a Cu Damascene

via-to-wire interconnect structure shows that contrast reversal artifacts propagate into

the final three-dimensional reconstruction. IBF tilt-series images of the same ultra-

thick cross-section produce a faithful three-dimensionalreconstruction of the stress void

without artifacts, and allow qualitative analysis of the stress void.

4.1 STEM Projection Images of an Ultra-Thick Cross-Section

As discussed in section 1.4.1, a STEM rasters a beam of electrons focused to an

Ångstrom sized spot across the surface of a specimen and usespost-specimen single-

channel detectors to collect transmitted electrons scattered within a specific solid angle

at each raster position. The inner and outer collection angles of a STEM detector de-

termine the contrast mechanisms that dominate the resulting image. HAADF detectors

collect only highly-scattered electrons (see figure 3.4) toprovide incoherent image in-

tensities that vary with the atomic number (∝ Z1.7) and projected thickness of the target

material – known asZ-contrast imaging [2, 55, 59]. Regions of higher mass-thickness

in a TEM specimen of typical thickness (20 – 50nm) produce higher, or whiter, image

intensity [55]. In general, the atomic number of the target atoms at each raster potion
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Figure 4.1: A three-dimensional model of the Cu wire-to-viastructure, exclud-

ing the stress void, used to test the incoherent bright field (IBF) tech-

nique throughout this chapter. The top Cu wires have approximately

square cross-sections and are connected to the lower extended Cu pad

by round Cu vias. This figure simply shows a perspective view of the

interconnect geometry corresponding to figure 4.2’s top-down SEM

image and figure 4.3’s cross-section STEM image. The figure does

not show an experimental reconstruction.
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dominates the ADF-STEM image contrast allowing direct material differentiation by

image intensity.

4.1.1 Cu Damascene Interconnect Structure with Stress Void

The Cu interconnect used for ET in this chapter is an example of IBM’s first generation

of devices manufactured with Cu metallization [12]. The investigated structure consists

of two wire segments above an extended solid pad with two round vias connecting the

upper and lower structures. Figure 4.1 shows a three-dimensional model of the wire-

to-via structure in perspective, clearly indicating the interconnect’s overall geometry for

comparison with figure 4.2 and figure 4.3, excluding the stress void. The figure does not

show an experimental reconstruction.

Figure 4.2 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) imagefrom above of the

nominally 280nm wide interconnects composed of a TaN/Ta barrier layer filled with

Cu by the dual-Damascene process discussed in section 1.1.2. The subsurface structure

was imaged using high-energy incident electrons that penetrate deep into the material

and backscatter out [101]. The slight discoloration above the left via is the stress void

of interest, but the void’s size and extent under the via are indeterminate from this per-

spective. More detailed analysis is required to deduce whether the void reduces the

interconnect’s current carrying capacity or results in an open circuit.

The entire structure between the dashed lines in figure 4.2 isextracted from the sub-

strate using a focused ion beam (FIB) technique known aslift-out for cross-sectional

TEM analysis [54]. The resulting ultra-thick cross-section is ∼ 500nm thick, which

proves difficult to image by traditional STEM techniques without artifacts. Lynne

Gignac prepared the sample for analysis at the IBM T.J. Watson Research Center.
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Figure 4.2: A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of CuDamascene in-

terconnect wire-to-via structures. A backscatter electron detector was

used to image the subsurface features from high-energy incident elec-

trons that penetrate deep into the specimen surface and backscatter out

[101]. The wires are 280µm wide, including the TaN/Ta barrier layer.

The slight discoloration is a stress void, but the extent to which the

void undercuts the via is obscured by the via itself. A large void at

this location would create an open electrical connection. The entire

structure is cut from the bulk along the dotted lines to make aTEM

specimen nearly 0.5µm thick. Image courtesy of Lynne Gignac, IBM.
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Figure 4.3: a) HAADF-STEM and b) IBF-STEM cross-sectional images of the

via-to-wire structure at 0◦ tilt with a stress void near the left via. The

500nm thick sample contains the entire interconnect structure. The

black arrow on the HAADF image marks a contrast-reversal artifact at

the Cu/Ta interface resembling a void, which is not present in the IBF

image. This TEM cross-section is therefore thick enough to reverse

contrast even at 0◦ tilt. HAADF-STEM Z-contrast is non-monotonic

and unsuited to three-dimensional reconstruction by electron tomog-

raphy.
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Figure 4.3a) shows a 0◦ tilt HAADF-STEM image of the interconnect structure

in cross-section acquired by the FEI Tecnai F20 STEM equipped with a Fischione

HAADF detector at Cornell University. The approximate HAADF collection angles

are 65< θC < 323mrad. The exact size or position of the stress void near the left

via cannot be determined from the cross-sectional view due to the overlap of features

along the projection direction. A black arrow on the HAADF image marks a dark band

along the lower Cu/Ta barrier interface that resembles a void ifZ-contrast is assumed.

In fact, this void-like feature is an image artifact produced by contrast reversal of the

highly-scattering Ta barrier (as discussed in chapter 2), which challenges the reliability

of HAADF Z-contrast image intensities for other features. Figure 4.3b) shows an IBF-

STEM image of the same interconnect structure with image contrast complementary to

the corresponding HAADF image, but the void-like dark band at the lower Cu/Ta in-

terface is not shown. We implemented the IBF imaging technique by shifting the beam

axis between the HAADF detector’s inner and outer radius (asoutlined in section 3.3.1)

to create an IBF detector with an∼ 130mrad outer collection angle. The make-shift

IBF detector is not symmetrical like a normal BF detector butis a sufficient approxima-

tion to test the technique’s validity. This structure is ideal to test IBF-STEM’s imaging

capabilities for an ultra-thick TEM specimen that reversescontrast.

4.1.2 Contrast Reversal at High Tilts for Electron Tomography

As shown in figure 4.3a), the interconnect cross-section investigated in this chapter con-

tains sufficient material in projection for some features to reverse contrast at 0◦ tilt. This

effect worsens at high tilt angles required for three-dimensional ET due to increased

projected thickness. To demonstrate this effect, figure 4.4a) shows a HAADF-STEM

image of a rectangular wire and a round via acquired at 0◦ tilt, which exhibits normal
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Figure 4.4: Two HAADF-STEM cross-section images of the Cu Damascene in-

terconnect structure with a TaN/Ta barrier layer. A rectangular Cu

wire connects horizontally to a round, vertical via. a) At 0◦ tilt the

ADF-STEM image exhibits consistentZ-contrast: high density mate-

rials produce higher, or whiter, intensities. b) The structure is tilted

to 70◦ around the vertical image axis, increasing the projected thick-

ness of the rectangular Cu wire by 3×. The wire reverses contrast

along its length due to the majority of electrons scatteringbeyond the

HAADF detector’s outer collection range. The round via maintains

the same projected thickness and does not reverse contrast.Non-

monotonic behavior of HAADF intensities for high mass-thickness

materials produce image artifacts similar to material voids that appear

in three-dimensional ET reconstructions.

Z-contrast image intensities for the Cu and Ta features. Figure 4.4b) shows the same

structure tilted to 70◦ around the vertical image axis, which now exhibits anomalous im-

age intensities along the Cu wire. The wire overlaps in projection when titled around the

axis perpendicular to its length, resulting in a 3× larger projected thickness relative to its

width (see figure 3.6). At 70◦ tilt the wire should be the brightest object in the image, but

its intensity is lower than expected due to electrons that scatter beyond the HAADF de-

tector’s outer collection angle (see diagrams in figure 3.4). The resulting non-monotonic
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HAADF behavior with increasing thickness produces image artifacts similar to actual

material voids. The round via, unlike the wire, in figure 4.4 presents the same projected

thickness regardless of tilt angle and does not reverse contrast. ET reconstruction algo-

rithms assume a monotonic relationship between image intensity and projected mass-

thickness [68], and therefore contrast reversal artifactsare interpreted as voids in the

structure. Accurate assessments of features are difficult for three-dimensional recon-

structions with contrast reversal artifacts, because apparent voids could be caused by

contrast reversal or actual material voiding.

Sections 3.2 and 3.3 show MC simulations of expected transmitted electron intensity

for various material thicknesses as collected by HAADF- andIBF-STEM detectors. The

interconnect structure is tilted to 70◦ to test HAADF- and IBF-STEM image intensities

at the highest tilts required for ET. Figure 4.5a) and b) showimages of the structure tilted

around the vertical image axis. Various structures reversecontrast in the HAADF image,

but IBF-STEM provides monotonic image intensities for all points in the image. Arrows

overlaid on each image indicate the location of intensity line profiles - plotted in figure

4.6 - measured along the rectangular Cu wire. The wire initially increases in thickness

as measured along its length away from the sample edge, but eventually results in a con-

stant projected thickness. Both experimental intensity profiles match predictions from

Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations for increasing projected thickness plotted in figure 3.8

and 3.5b). As expected, IBF-STEM provides monotonic image intensities throughout a

tilt-series from±70◦ for a faithful reconstruction of the interconnect structure.
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Figure 4.5: STEM images of an ultra-thick cross-section of aCu interconnect

structure tilted to 70◦ around the vertical image axis. The a) HAADF

image exhibits non-monotonic image intensities that reverse contrast

along the rectangular Cu wire as its projected thickness increases from

the sample’s left edge. b) The IBF-STEM image shows monotonic

image intensities at all points along the wire, which is required to pro-

duce a faithful three-dimensional reconstruction by electron tomogra-

phy. The arrows on each image indicate the location of intensity line

profiles plotted in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Line profiles of HAADF- and IBF-STEM intensitiesmeasured along

a rectangular Cu line tilted to 70◦ as shown in figure 4.5. The HAADF

intensity transmission function is non-monotonic and shows a reversal

of contrast as predicted by Monte-Carlo simulations shown in figure

3.5. The monotonic IBF intensity transmission function is monotonic

at every point along the wire and varies inversely with projected thick-

ness as predicted by simulations shown in figure 3.8.
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4.2 Three-Dimensional Reconstruction of Ultra-Thick Cu Intercon-

nect by IBF- and HAADF-STEM Electron Tomography

The previous sections motivated use of the IBF-STEM technique to produce an accurate

three-dimensional reconstruction of highly-scattering materials contained in an ultra-

thick TEM cross-section. Therefore to test IBF’s suitability to tomography, a series of

projection images of the ultra-thick cross-section were acquired at increments of 2◦ from

±70◦ using both the HAADF- and IBF-STEM imaging techniques. Figure 4.7 shows 0◦

tilt projection images acquired by both imaging techniqueswhich show the specific

portion of the structure included in the reconstruction. A black arrow overlayed on the

HAADF image marks a void-like artifact produced by contrastreversal as mentioned

previously (see figure 4.3). Both STEM tilt-series’ consistof 70 images aligned by

automatic cross-correlation and manual shifting methods using IDL 6.1 [87]. The three-

dimensional reconstruction was produced by the simultaneous iterative reconstruction

technique (SIRT) with 30 iterations (discussed in section 1.5.3 and [78]) implemented

in IDL 6.1.1

4.2.1 Resolution of the Reconstruction

Resolution of the final reconstruction is estimated by equations 1.3 and 1.4 from section

1.5.4. The tilt axis is the vertical image axis (the y-axis) in figure 4.7 and exhibits

resolution limited by the original experimental resolution of the projection images: 0.96

nm/pixel. According to the tilt-series parameters given earlier, the estimated resolution

of the 280nm wide interconnects along the x-axis (perpendicular to the tilt axis) and the

1Appendix A is a tutorial outlining the details of tilt-series acquisition, alignment and reconstruction
necessary to produce high-quality three-dimensional reconstructions. Manual methods are emphasized to
obtain the best possible results.
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Figure 4.7: a) The original HAADF two-dimensional projection image at 0◦ tilt

shows both the real stress void and second void-like artifact at the

bottom of the Cu interconnect (labeled with a black arrow) created

by contrast reversal of the Ta liner. b) The original two-dimensional

IBF projection image of the interconnect showing the stressvoid, but

the contrast reversal artifact is eliminated. Both projection images,

a) and b), suggest that the interconnect possibly undercutsthe via, but

three-dimensional analysis is necessary to determine the void’s precise

location.

z-axis (projection direction) are 12nm and 16nm respectively. The tilt increment could

be lowered to 1◦ resulting in∼ 2× better resolution, but analysis of such large features

will not significantly benefit from the improved resolution compared to the additional

time necessary to acquire, align and reconstruct all 140 images.
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Figure 4.8: a) A 2nm thick slice from the HAADF three-dimensional reconstruc-

tion shows that the artificial void persists in the reconstructed data.

b) A slice of the IBF three-dimensional reconstruction withinverted

image intensities for comparison with HAADF. Only the true void is

present in this slice.

4.2.2 Quantitative Three-Dimensional Analysis

Figure 4.8 compares 2nm thick slices from the reconstructions produced from each

imaging technique. The Ta liner at the base of the bottom pad is washed out in the

HAADF reconstruction and a large void (marked with a black arrow) is shown between

the Ta liner and Cu pad. The void is a reconstruction artifactthat was included in the

reconstruction due to contrast reversal artifacts in the original tilt-series images seen in

figure 4.7a). The IBF reconstruction, shown with inverted image intensities for easy

comparison with the HAADF, shows no artifacts and well defined features.
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Figure 4.9a) shows the thresholded HAADF reconstruction which should map the

Cu surface, but a slice through the reconstruction reveals an artificial void at the Cu/Ta

interface. The reconstruction produces a poor visualization of the stress void as expected

from equation (3.16), which determines the suitable STEM imaging technique for a

given material thickness as discussed in section 3.4.t1/2 is only 120nm for Cu, less than

half the Cu interconnect thickness, indicating IBF provides superior image SNR. The

IBF images produce an artifact-free reconstruction with better defined features showing

the precise location and size of the stress void. The cutawayof the thresholded IBF

reconstruction in figure 4.9b) shows no contrast reversal artifacts.

Projection images, as in figure 4.7, suggest that the stress void partially interrupts

the via’s connection to the Cu pad, but the IBF reconstruction in figure 4.9b) clearly

shows this does not occur. Also, facets in the stress void arevisible in three directions,

which may have implications for its method of formation. Finally, a process known as

segmentation (see appendix A) was used to define the void’s three-dimensional bound-

aries in every 3.9nm slice of the reconstruction, from whichthe volume is calculated:

(210nm)3.

4.3 Conclusions

The emergence of smaller and denser devices in microelectronics will necessitate the

application of ET for a complete understanding of their three-dimensional structure.

The IBF technique allows for reconstructions without the mass-thickness and diffraction

artifacts that make HAADF and conventional TEM unreliable for tomography of thick

sections. MC simulations suggest it is possible to investigate samples in excess of 1µm

with STEM, and we reconstruct a 500nm thick cross-section containing 280nm wide Cu
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Figure 4.9: a) The thresholded HAADF reconstruction, whichshould map the

copper surface, shows an artificial void at the lower Cu/Ta interface

due to contrast reversal in the original projection images.f) The

thresholded IBF reconstruction correctly maps the interconnect sur-

face and also shows the stress void is faceted near the via-to-wire

junction. The round vertical via is 280nm thick indicating the scale

of other features.

interconnects. Possible applications of IBF-STEM tomography include multi-layered

integrated circuit interconnects, electromigration barriers, void structures, and metallic

particles.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Summary

The success or failure of modern microelectronic devices depends on defects at the

one-nanometer scale and below in devices 10 – 50nm in size. Scanning transmission

electron microscopes (STEM) offer sub-nanometer lateral resolution for imaging and

analysis but only produce a two-dimensional projection through the thickness of a spec-

imen. Electron tomography (ET) extracts the lost information in the projection direction

from a series of STEM projection images to produce a quantitative three-dimensional re-

construction of the original structure with 1 – 2nm resolution. We applied ET to directly

measure nanoscale features buried inside ultra-thick cross-sections of semiconductor

devices, which provides accurate predictions of device performance and reliability.

Chapter 1 introduced the equipment, techniques and generalproblems associated

with microelectronic fabrication and metrology of metal interconnections between tran-

sistors. Improved processor performance and reliability resulted from replacing Al with

lower resistivity Cu by the dual-Damascene process, but also introduced new challenges.

Resistivity unexpectedly increases for scaled interconnects, threatening the main advan-

tage of Cu metallization, while Cu electromigration and stressmigration produce voids

significantly lowering the mean time to interconnect failure. Nanometer scale analy-

sis of interconnect structures in three-dimensions is necessary to fully understand the

effects of these defects on device performance.

Scanning electron microscopes (SEM) traditionally image and analyze defects in

integrated circuits (IC) but are incapable of resolving thesmallest relevant features in
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modern devices. Transmission electron microscopes (TEM) provide the necessary lat-

eral resolution for specimens 10 – 50nm thick but only provide two-dimensional projec-

tions of the investigated structure. ET produces a three-dimensional representation of

the original structure from a series of projection images with the requirement that im-

age intensities vary monotonically with the structure’s projected mass-thickness at every

tilt. Traditional coherent imaging techniques - such as conventional TEM (CTEM) and

bright field (BF) STEM - are dominated by phase and diffraction conditions within the

specimen, which are not directly interpretable. Instead, annular dark field (ADF) STEM

provides incoherentZ-contrast in images capable of differentiating materials according

to image intensity. Thus, ADF-STEM imaging is used to reconstruct thin cross-sections

of crystalline materials commonly found in IC devices in three-dimensions.

In Chapter 2, we report a systematic study of the effect of line edge roughness

(LER) on the apparent cross-sectional area of 90nm Cu wires with a TaN/Ta barrier

measured by conventional ADF-STEM two-dimensional projection imaging and three-

dimensional ET. The roughness exhibits defects along the wires’ length with a spatial

frequency of∼100nm, and a single projection image of the defect prone structure poorly

estimates the overall wire cross-sectional area. Proper statistical sampling from projec-

tions requires preparation and measurement of many cross-sections to determine the

average Cu cross-sectional area - a time consuming endeavor. The time and effort nec-

essary to acquire, align and reconstruct a tilt series for ETis significant but allows for

many measurements along the entire wire section contained within the TEM specimen,

thus efficiently sampling an extended portion of the LER.

Our measurements of Cu cross-sectional area (a critical parameter needed to calcu-

late wire resistivity) made by projection images and tomography show a 5% discrepancy,

which significantly impacts the calculated resistivity forthis particular wire. Projection
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images are biased to low cross-sectional area measurementsdue to the overlap of LER

defects along the wire’s length. It was further shown that measurements by two- and

three-dimensional techniques converge for wire cross-sections <50nm thick (for this

particular wire), half the defect spatial frequency. Nanoscale size variations increas-

ingly contribute to device performance degradation as dimensions are further scaled;

full analysis of current/future devices requires quantitative three-dimensional imaging

techniques to predict their performance.

A structure’s size has little effect on the considerable time required to produce a

high-quality reconstruction. Thus, ET is most efficiently used to investigate large struc-

tures contained within an ultra-thick TEM specimen, but traditional TEM techniques

are unsuited to imaging thick sections of dense, crystalline materials with directly inter-

pretable contrast at many different tilting angles. In chapter 3, we use a custom Monte-

Carlo (MC) electron scattering program to quantitatively model the interaction between

an electron beam and a solid - specifically for large thicknesses. Attainable resolution for

such thick cross-sections is a major concern and is typically estimated by the radius that

contains 90% of incident electrons after scattering through a given material thickness

(R90% ∝ t3/2). This measure is overly pessimistic due to relatively few electrons scat-

tered far outside the central beam. The measured full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM)

of a buried feature exhibits up to 5× better resolution, indicating image resolution can

be maintained even in ultra-thick material cross-sectionsup to∼1µm.

We further simulated the transmitted electron intensity collected by STEM detectors

with various configurations to investigate contrast reversals for many thicknesses of dif-

ferent materials. Problems occur for ADF-STEM when thick cross-sections containing

high mass-thickness materials scatter a majority of electrons beyond the ADF detector’s

outer collection range (backscatter is an extreme example). This lost signal appears as
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a contrast reversal where highly-scattering objects that should appear intensely bright

in an ADF image as instead dark. Hence, discerning whether voids in an image are

due to missing material or image artifacts is difficult, which challenges the validity of

Z-contrast for material differentiation in images and reconstructions. The high tilts re-

quired by ET can increase projected material thickness by upto 3×, which exacerbates

this effect.

All incident STEM electrons must exit the specimen by transmission or backscatter.

Therefore, contrast reversals could be avoided by collecting all highly-scattered elec-

trons, but this impossibly requires a detector that completely encompasses the specimen.

Instead, we propose collecting the complement of the ADF signal in the form of the

forward-scattered electrons contained in the STEM bright field (BF) signal. BF-STEM

(0 – 10mrad) is typically dominated by coherent image contrast unsuited to ET, but the

BF signal is made incoherent by increasing the outer detector angle up to 100mrad.

Our MC simulations predict that the novel incoherent brightfield (IBF) STEM imaging

technique produces monotonic image contrast for all material thicknesses and provides

information complementary to ADF-STEM while avoiding contrast reversal.

The IBF-STEM technique is known as an alternative imaging method to ADF-

STEM for specimens likely to reverse contrast, but we compare the expected image

quality from both methods for various material thicknessesto illustrate the specific cir-

cumstances in which each should be utilized. High signal compared to noise in STEM

images provides well defined material feature boundaries for accurate structural mea-

surements. Therefore, MC simulations of signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) for various mate-

rial thicknesses provide a metric for image quality. At low thicknesses, an ADF detector

collects relatively few electrons initially exhibiting superior SNR, but this advantage

diminishes as increased material thickness enhances electron scattering. The initially
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weak IBF signal is dominated by a large noise component from the strong unscattered

beam continually incident on the detector, but increased electron scatter beyond the IBF

detector leads to simultaneous improvements in detector noise and signal. Evidently, the

two imaging techniques demonstrate opposing dependenciesof signal and noise on ma-

terial thickness. The IBF method expectedly yields similaror improved image quality

(as measured by the SNR) for thick material sections in addition to dependable mono-

tonic behavior at all thicknesses. IBF SNR is superior to HAADF SNR when 50% of

incident electrons scatter beyond the IBF detector, which occurs at a material specific

thickness,t1/2. The Rutherford scattering cross-section is directly related tot1/2, and we

provide a general relationship to determine the suitable imaging technique for any given

material thickness.

Chapter 4 applies the IBF-STEM imaging technique to image thick cross-sections

of highly-scattering, crystalline materials common in microelectonic devices without

artifacts. To test IBF’s suitablility to ET, we reconstructed a stress-void in a 250nm

wide Cu interconnect with TaN/Ta electromigration barrier layers. IBF-STEM image

intensities are monotonic at every tilt angle from±70◦, unlike ADF-STEM, for a faithful

reconstruction of the original interconnect structure. Wedetermine the stress-void’s

precise location and size in three-dimensions and show faceting of the void along three

distinct surfaces with implications for its growth mechanisms.

Three-dimensional ET is a powerful technique for analyzingstructures at the

nanometer scale. We introduce the novel IBF-STEM imaging technique as an alter-

native to HAADF-STEM to reconstruct ultra-thick cross-sections for efficient and ac-

curate measurement of critical dimensions and defects. Denser features in future inte-

grated circuit (IC) devices will necessitate the application of three-dimensional analysis

to properly predict their performance and reliability.
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5.2 Future Work

In this thesis, we applied ET to reconstruct relatively large structures, enabling mea-

surements of nanoscale features to predict the performanceand reliability of IC devices.

The pixel size of the original STEM projection images sets the best resolution of our

reconstructions, but the estimated theoretical resolution limit for ET is 1 – 2nm assum-

ing a discrete number of projections. Also, we used an incomplete tilting scheme (with

limited maximum tilt angle) resulting in an anisotropic point spread function (PSF) elon-

gated along the original projection direction due to missing information from high tilts

> 70◦. The structures presented in this thesis do not directly show these fundamental

limitations, but reconstruction of a material with simple∼1nm features would allow

direct experimental determination of resolution and elongation.

Modern low-κ dielectrics consist of a silicon-dioxide matrix permeatedwith a net-

work of pores∼1nm in size, which directly affect the electrical and mechanical proper-

ties of the bulk material. Ellipsometric porosimetry provides indirect measurements of

nanoscale porosity, but STEM ET is capable of imaging the porous network in real space

to directly measure pore size distribution, connectivity and shape. Figure 5.1 shows or-

thogonal cross-sections approximately 75nm across through a three-dimensional recon-

struction of a low-κ dielectric material. Differentiation between the pores and the ma-

trix throughout the sampled volume was accomplished by automatic segmentation with

thresholding after determination of the average intensityvalue at the vacuum/dielectric

boundary. Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of pore diameters which fits a log-normal

distribution with an average of 1.2 – 1.9nm, and 95% of all pores are less than 5.9nm

across. An independent measurement of the bulk porosity statistics by ellipsometric

porosimetry produced similar results. ET does not resolve pores<1nm, and only gives

an upper bound to the average pore size. STEM ET provides adequate resolution and
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Figure 5.1: Orthogonal slices approximately 75nm across through the three-

dimensional reconstruction produced by electron tomography of a

porous low-κ dielectric showing randomly distributed 1nm pores. The

network shows little connectivity for the larger scale porosity and the

pore diameters follow a log-normal distribution with an average di-

ameter of 1.2 – 1.9nm. The reconstruction does not resolve pores

< 1nm in diameter and therefore only provides information forthe

larger scale porosity.
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Figure 5.2: Log-normal distribution of the pore diameters for the porous low-κ

dielectric material as determined by automatic segmentation from an

electron tomography reconstruction. The average pore diameter is 1.2

– 1.9nm and 95% of all pores are less than 5.9nm across. The distribu-

tion matches independent measurements by ellipsometric porosimetry

(not shown).

contrast even for these small, lightly scattering features. Future work will examine a

series of low-κ dielectric materials with various expected pore parameters to determine

how the porous network affects the material’s electrical and mechanical behavior.
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Next generation electron microscopes include spherical-aberration (Cs) correctors

for improved spatial resolution and beam current. How do these advances affect electron

tomorgaphy? A non-aberration corrected microscope exhibits 1 – 2 Ångstrom resolution

laterally and a∼50nm depth of focus, larger than the typical TEM specimen thickness.

The entire sample is always in focus, and STEMs produce true projections of the exam-

ined structure suitable for ET. Cs correction improves STEM lateral resolution below 1

Ångstrom and depth resolution to the order of 1nm. Thus, Cs corrected microscopes do

not provide a simple projection through the thickness of thespecimen. The improved

depth resolution suggests a new type of three-dimensional imaging sometimes called

depth sectioning: images are acquired in layers with different STEM defocus values

separated by∼1nm to produce a three-dimensional reconstruction. Theory[102] and

experiments [103] show that through-focal reconstructions of extended structures suffer

from severe elongation along the projection direction similar in magnitude to traditional

tilting tomography with a maximum tilting angle of 1-3◦. Even so, we propose a hy-

brid method to acquire a through-focal series at all tilt angles from±70◦ separated by

3◦ increments, which theoretically resolves 1nm features. This technique is required to

accomplish ET with a Cs corrected STEM, but needs much fewer tilt angles for nano-

scale resolution. Currently, only direct Fourier inversion is used to reconstruct the hybird

data. More work is necessary to devise a real-space reconstruction algorithm that avoids

interpolation in Fourier space.
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APPENDIX A

ELECTRON TOMOGRAPHY: ALIGNMENT, ACQUISITION AND

RECONSTRUCTION

As in all aspects of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), good sample prepara-

tion and post-processing is critical for high-resolution electron tomography (ET) results.

A typical high-resolution TEM specimen is 20 – 50nm thick to minimize multiple scat-

tering effects. ET requires significant time to acquire, align and reconstruct a tilt-series

and is most efficiently used to reconstruct a large portion of a structure contained within

an ultra-thick (>> 50nm) TEM specimen. ET resolution is limited to∼1 – 2nm due to

errors in tilt-series image registration, the discrete number of projection images, and the

maximum tilt-angle achieved. Thus, we tolerate modest beamspreading in an ultra-thick

specimen with a minimal impact on the final reconstruction’squality.

Site selective sample preparation is typically accomplished by thelift-out technique

in a focused ion beam (FIB) [54]. Older FIBs have a fixed electron beam energy (typi-

cally 30keV) that creates∼30nm damage layer on any milled surface, but modern FIBs

offer low ion beam energies near 2keV to minimize amorphous damage induced in the

sample’s surface. Thus, we expect little to no structural modification of the sample due

to the lift-out procedure in modern FIBs.

Tomographic acquisition, alignment and reconstruction seem like very complex pro-

cesses, but we will attempt to describe the procedures (and the possible mistakes) at

each step. High-quality reconstructions often require manual intervention by the user

to ensure every step is accomplished properly. An ideal specimen for automatic com-

puter reconstruction is covered in small Au fiducial markersthat provide high contrast

features compared to the structures of interest. Existing software packages - such as

IMOD and FEI’sInspec 3D- are specifically written to take advantage of these fiducial
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markers, but most solid-state structures consist of high-contrast, repeating features that

confuse automatic alignment procedures. We emphasize manual alignment procedures,

which, although they may be tedious, provide a good understanding of the tomographic

method to avoid problems introduced by automatic alignmentprocedures.

In this appendix, we first outline preliminary alignment procedures of the scanning

transmission electron microscope’s (STEM) optics and tilting stage. Then, we discuss

the parameters and processes involved with tilt-series data acquisition. Finally, we out-

line the necessary steps for tilt-series alignment and reconstruction.

A.1 STEM and Stage Alignment

High-resolution STEM images require a very stable source and detector; thus, we rotate

the specimen in the electron beam to acquire a series of images at many different tilt

angles. ET reconstruction algorithms require image intensities that vary monotonically

with projected thickness throughout a tilt-series and regularly, accurately spaced angu-

lar increments (1− 2◦) between projection images. A high-tilt single-axis tomography

holder capable of±80◦ tilt is discussed, although newer holders are capable of full ±90◦

rotation.

These calibration procedures are specifically written for the FEI Tecnai F20 with the

FEI XPlore 3D version 2.2 tomography acquisition software.A. Voigt and C. Kubel

wrote a document - available on the microscope’s hard drive -detailing the necessary

calibration steps, but their procedure lacks some details.We follow their alignment

procedures, adding context and improvements where necessary.
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A.1.1 Align STEM Beam and Scanning Coils Prior to ET Acquisi-

tion

A crystal tilted onto a known zone axis provides the best structure to properly align the

STEM at high resolution, but high-tilt tomography holders only tilt around one axis.

We suggest imaging Si lattice with a normal double-tilt holder before inserting the sam-

ple for tomography, which ensures the STEM beam will producefaithful projections

without distortions.

The STEM must be properly aligned with the beam traveling straight down the col-

umn before the tomography acquisition software is started,and we center the beam on

the optical axis with the following procedure. Acquire a STEM image and set a beam

marker in the exact center of the image (double click to set x,y to 0, 0). Exit STEM

diffraction mode and lower the magnification to find the beam - remove the HAADF

detector if necessary. Center the beam on the screen at 100kxwith the ”Beam Shift”

direct alignment and adjust the objective rotation center with the ”Rotation center (in-

tensity)” direct alignment. Return to diffraction mode and avoid moving/deflecting the

beam for any reason. Follow this procedure every time beforeenabling the STEM to-

mography software to ensure a consistent STEM alignment andaccurate calibrations for

every tilt-series acquisition.

A.1.2 One-time STEM Alignments

The behavior of the microscope during certain actions must be calibrated to allow au-

tomatic software control during tilt-series acquisitions. The calibrations listed in the

FEI STEM tomography component’s Basic Calibrations are only performed once bar-
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Figure A.1: ADF-STEM images of Au cross-grating sample at a)20kx magnifi-

cation and b) 80kx magnification. The grid squares are 463nm apart.
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ring major modifications to the STEM scanning system, lens alignments or stage. The

standardcross-gratingsample provides a well-known structure with 2160 lines/mm, or

463nm between grid squares. The grid pattern is produced by evaporating Au onto a

carbon film shadowed by a cross-grating and is shown in figure A.1 at two different

magnifications. Every image should be carefully focused forthe best calibration results.

STEM Scan Distortion

The STEM must be properly aligned with the beam traveling straight down the column

(see section A.1.1) providing an easily reproducible setupof the microscope. The first

calibration mini mizes image distortions produced by the STEM scanning coils. Insert

the standard cross-grating sample in any holder and wait forthermal drift to subside. Set

the STEM scan rotation to−90◦, which approximately aligns the stage’s tilt-axis to the

principal scan direction (the horizontal image axis). A separate program namedscan-

distortion.exe(located in the folderc:\tecnai\tools\) measures and corrects for scan

distortions. Run this program and check the ”Use current rotation” option to start with

a−90◦ STEM scan rotation. Set the STEM magnification such that an image contains

approximately 13 – 15 grid squares horizontally. Press ”Next” and follow the program’s

instructions to completion. Close the program after it has finished.

Magnification Calibration

Next, run the ”Magnification Calibration” procedure (accessible though the STEM to-

morgaphy Basic Calibrations) to determine the field-of-view at 20kx STEM magnifi-

cation using the known distance between grids on the cross-grating sample. This sin-

gle measurement defines the field-of-view for all other magnifications, affects many
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other subsequent calibrations, and allows quantitative measurements of the final three-

dimensional reconstructions. The result should be approximately 2.876nm/pixel.

Stage Shift Calibration and Tilt-Axis Angle Measurement

The actual distance the microscope shifts the stage is now calibrated with the ”Stage

Shift Calibration.” The procedure acquires an image, applies a small stage shift and

measures the physical distance the sample moved in a subsequent image by cross-

correlation. Put a check mark in the box next to ”Use MCF for shift measurement”,

which filters the cross-correlation for improved accuracy.The cross-correlation algo-

rithm may fail to properly measure the shift between the two images due to the cross-

grating’s periodic structure. Center a large, unique feature in the image before running

this procedure, but the strongly periodic grid pattern often causes this procedure to fail.

Instead, use the random micro-structure of the Au, best seenat 115kx STEM magnifica-

tion, to provide a high-contrast, unique pattern. The ”Stage Shift Calibration” procedure

also determines the angle of the microscope’s tilt-axis, which is approximately−73◦ for

the Cornell Tecnai F20. The tomography acquisition software automatically sets the

STEM scan rotation to this value when started, and the horizontal image axis through-

out a tilt-series will be nearly parallel to the tilt-axis (see section A.3.6 to see why this

is important during post-processing). If the scan rotationvalue changes by>10◦, re-

peat the scan distortion, magnification calibration and stage shift calibration to ensure

all alignments are accurate.
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Image Shift Calibration

The software corrects for small shifts during tilt-series acquisition with beam shifts.

The actual distance the microscope shifts the beam for a given lens excitation is now

calibrated with the ”Image Shift Calibration.” The procedure acquires an image, applies

a beam shift and measures the physical distance shifted in a subsequent image with

cross-correlation. Again, use the MCF filter option and 115kx STEM magnification for

improved results.

Focus Scale Calibration for Dynamic Focusing

The STEM beam in the F20 has an∼50nm depth-of-focus. The entire specimen is in

focus for low tilt angles, but regions far from the tilt-axisare out of focus at higher tilt

angles as shown in figure A.2. The tomography software’s dynamic focus feature varies

the objective lens’ defocus value while the beam rasters across the sample to keep the

entire image in focus. The ”Focus Scale Calibration” determines the relationship be-

tween objective lens excitation and the microscope defocusin nanometers to determine

how the defocus value should change during image acquisition. The procedure changes

the stage z-height a known amount (±5µm for example) and measures the change in

defocus necessary to re-focus the sample. Start with a 20µm calibration step, which

will vary the stage z-height by±10µm from the current position. The automatic focus

feature acquires images at many different defocus values separated by coarse and fine

steps and uses auto-correlation to determine the quality offocus. Set the coarse focus

step to 1.5µm and the search cycle (the number of images) to 15 - encompassing a large

defocus range to refocus on the sample, which is now 10µm out of focus. Set the fine

focus step to 0.1µm such that the fine defocus range covers one coarse defocus step. The
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Figure A.2: The STEM has an∼50nm depth of focus. Regions of the sample

far from the tilt-axis will be out of focus at high tilt angles. The

tomography software’s dynamic focusing feature varies theobjective

focus to keep the entire specimen in focus.

resulting ratio of stage displacement along the z-axis to the defocus necessary to refocus

the sample (StageZ/ DeltaF”) should be approximately−1.335.

Run the ”Auto Eucentric Height” procedure in the ”STEM Auto Functions” twice

to verify this calibration. The measured eucentric height should be constant to within

100nm. Also, acquire an image using the ”Adjust Imaging Conditions” procedure with
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the dynamic feature enabled of the cross-grating sample titled to 60◦ and ensure the

entire image is in focus.

A.1.3 Sample Holder Alignments

The entire structure must be in the field-of-view at every tilt angle to acquire as much

information about the structure as possible. Each holder interacts differently with the

microscope’s stage, but the software accounts for these variations before and during a

tilt-series acquisition. A holder’s exact center will not coincide with the STEM optical

axis, and the beam should be shifted to the holder’s center. Also, the region of interest

shifts predictably during stage tilting, and we measure these shifts allowing the software

to apply automatic corrections between image acquisitions. Small random shifts also oc-

cur during data acquisitions but are easily corrected by tilt-series alignment procedures

during post-processing (see section A.3).

Load a carbon grid covered in 2 – 9nm Au particles, called fiducial marks, and

setup the STEM at 80kx magnification. Check that the STEM auto-focus parameters

are reasonable for this sample. The FEI instructions suggest enabling only the fine fo-

cus settings for the sample holder alignments, which we find risky. The long, tedious

”Optimized Position Calibration” procedure fails completely if image focus is not prop-

erly determined at any one step. We suggest using a 10µm course defocus step, 0.1µm

fine step, and 11 image search cycle to ensure the procedure succeeds.
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Optimized Position Calibration

The optimized position of the beam that coincides with a holder’s center is unique for

each holder. Note the old optimized position value for comparison with the new result

before attempting the ”Optimized Position Calibration” procedure. The microscope will

vary the beam position numerous times during the procedure,and the user fixes astigma-

tism and tomo rotation center for each step. Insert the largest C2 aperture (probe forming

aperture) to simplify these manual alignments, but recenter the proper C2 aperture (the

second smallest aperture) and refocus on the sample when finished. The automatic pro-

cedure tilts the sample and determines the focus after each tilt. As mentioned before, we

suggest using a 10µm course defocus step, 0.1µm fine step, and 11 image search cycle

for the automatic focus settings to ensure the procedure succeeds. Press the ”Pause” but-

ton and manually focus an image between each tilt if necessary, because the procedure

fails completely if image focus is not properly determined at any one step. The opti-

mized position varies between holders, but Cornell’s Fischione model 2040 tilt-rotate

holder currently has an optimized position of−0.279µm.

Holder Tilt Alignment

The region of interest shifts predictably for each holder between tilt increments, and a

holder calibration measures these shifts allowing the software to correct for them auto-

matically in subsequent tilt-series acquisitions. First,determine the maximum tilt-angle

for both the positive and negative directions at which a region containing many fiducial

markers is still visible. Set the STEM magnification to 80kx and run the ”Holder Cali-

bration” procedure with the desired parameters. Use a tilt increment of 3 – 5◦ to expedite

the procedure, because the software is capable of interpolating shifts for unmeasured tilt

angles. The region of interest may shift far outside the field-of-view during tilting at
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high tilt-angles, and the software automatically lowers the tilt increment to the ”high

tilt step angle” for all tilt-angles greater than the ”high tilt switch angle.” Disable this

feature for well behaved samples/holders by setting the ”high tilt switch angle” to the

maximum tilt angle. We exclusively use the continuous acquisition scheme for all to-

mography data acquisition, which starts acquisition at themaximum negative tilt-angle

and continuously acquires images through the entire tilt-range. The alternative ”Start at

0◦ ” tilt scheme starts at 0◦ and acquires images continuously through to the maximum

negative tilt-angle. The software then returns to 0◦ and acquires images continuously

through to the maximum positive tilt-angle. This allows thesoftware to more easily

track the region of interest, but the stage never returns exactly to the same position at 0◦.

The region of interest is usually lost at the switch from negative to positive tilts, and we

observe small - yet significant - rotations in the plane of thespecimen difficult to correct

during post-processing.

Press the ”Apply” button to set the parameters before starting the acquisition pro-

cedure. The holder will incrementally tilt from 0◦ to the maximum negative tilt-angle

while compensating for shifts of the region of interest. Once the region of intereste is

centerd at the maximum negative tilt, the procedure continuously tilts to the maximum

positive tilt angle. The procedure only begins to save alignments once the maximum

negative tilt angle is reached. Thus, a holder calibration requires 50% more time to

complete compared to a normal tilt-series acquisition. Theholder calibration procedure

saves an image at every tilt angle, and the resulting tilt-series provides a data set to check

the holder alignemtn and to practice post-processing procedures.
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A.2 Tilt-series Acquisition

The previous ”one-time” alignments enable automatic tilt-series acquisitions with little

user intervention for acquisitions at low- to medium-magnifications (< 160kx). The

tomography software corrects for all sample shifts with beam shifts, and many little

shifts in one direction eventually distort the STEM beam. Beam distortions are less

important at low magnifications but must be corrected at higher magnifications (>160kx)

to attain 1 – 2nm tomographic resolution.

The following acquisition procedures are specifically written for the FEI Tecnai F20

with the FEI XPlore 3D version 2.2 tomography acquisition software. A. Voigt and

C. Kubel wrote a document - available on the microscope’s hard drive - detailing the

necessary acquisition steps, but their procedure lacks some details. We supplement their

document with additional context and improvements where necessary

A.2.1 Preparing for Tomography Acquisition

The STEM should be well aligned as in section A.1.1 includingbeam tilt pivot points

and intensity rotation center. Find the maximum allowable (positive and negative) tilt

such that the region of interest is visible, and ensure that the HAADF detector camera

length and gain do not clip image intensities at any tilt.

Image Acquisition Parameters

The user can test the STEM acquisition parameters for specific imaging tasks neces-

sary during tilt-series acquisitions with the ”Adjust Image Conditions” procedure in the
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Figure A.3: A diagram showing how the size preset option in tomography acqui-

sition affects the final image. a) The full field-of-view is scanned with

M×M pixels to create an image of the structure. b) The center halfof

the field-of-view is scanned with the same number of pixels (M×M).

Image b) exhibits 2× better resolution than image a).

STEM Auto Functions tomography component. The procedure features four separate

acquisition settings: search, focus, exposure and tracking. Each acquisition setting pro-

duces a different quality image specifically tailored to accomplish an intended task with

minimal acquisition time.

For each setting, the STEM magnification sets the size of the full field-of-view.

”STEM binning” refers to binning with respect to a full 2048× 2048 raster scan, and

therefore binning 4 produces an image of the full field-of-view with 512× 512 pixels.

Higher binning lowers the image resolution and the acquisition time.

The ”size preset” refers to the central portion of the full field-of-view over which the

beam is scanned, which in STEM amounts to additional magnification. For example,

the ”Half” setting scans the beam only in the center half of the full field-of-view with

the same number of pixels, which results in 2× greater magnification. TIn figure A.3a)
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Figure A.4: Two HAADF-STEM images of a porous gold particle acquired with

different ”size presets” for electron tomography. a) 512 pixel im-

age scanned over the full field-of-view and b) 512× 512 pixel image

scanned over the center half of the full field-of-view. Imageb) shows

the object at 2× higher magnification that a).

the beam scans over the full field-of-view with the number of pixels set by the ”STEM

binning” value, but in figure A.3b) the beam scans over only the center half of the field-

of-view with the same number of pixels. Therefore, in image b) the object is sampled

at the same number of locations, and the pixel size is one-half that of image a). Figure

A.4 shows two experimental HAADF-STEM images, each with 512× 512 pixels, of a

porous Au particle. For figure A.4b), the beam was rastered only over the middle half of

the full field-of-view shown in figure A.4a), which results in2× higher magnification.

The software (and the user) is capable of focusing an image more accurately at a higher

magnification, and we suggest setting the ”size preset” for the STEM Focus acquisition

settings to ”Half.”

The four STEM acquisition settings (search, focus, exposureand tracking) are

specifically tailored for efficient tilt-series acquisition. The full field-of-view for ev-
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ery STEM acquisition is set by the current STEM magnification. Thesearchacquisition

settings should produce a fast-raster, low-quality image for near real-time imaging, use-

ful for searching for the region-of-interest if necessary.The focusacquisition settings

yield a medium-quality image with a low frame time, allowingquick determination of

the proper defocus by the automatic focus routine. This routine acquires 10 – 20 images

to determine the correct defocus, which adds a substantial amount of time to a tilt-series

acquisition. Minimize the STEMfocusframe time for efficient (faster) tomographic ac-

quisitions. Theexposureacquisition settings dictate the quality of the actual projection

images used in the final reconstruction and should be very high quality. 1024× 1024

images with 20 – 40 second frame times are typical for high-contrast STEM images, but

beam damage may limit dwell time per pixel for some samples. The trackingacquisi-

tion settings should produce images of similar quality to the focus setting and capable

of measuring shifts between tilts by cross-correlation. The top-left pixel, bottom-right

pixel, frame time and dwell time values change automatically depending on the binning

and size preset settings, and should yield sensible results.

Adjust Filtering

The software applies a filter before cross-correlating images to improve feature tracking.

Proper filter settings enhance feature(s) to be aligned at every tilt-angle and allow the

software to automatically center the region-of-interest.A Sobel filter enhances feature

edges and is generally useful for high-contrast features. AHanning window removes

intensity at the edge of each image, and the software will only track features in the

center. This reduces confusion due to periodic structures but also reduces the field-

of-view for tracking such that the region-of-interest may not be visible. The high and
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Figure A.5: The diagrams show the movement of an object located at different

positions with respect to the holder’s eucentric height marked by an

⊗. a) An object located below the eucentric height rotates andshifts

when tilted about the eucentric height. b) An object locatedat the

eucentric height does not shift during tilting, which is ideal for tomo-

graphic acquisitions.

low cutoff frequencies dampen small and large features respectively.Always click the

”Apply” button to set the parameters before testing the image filter.

Auto Eucentric Height

With the sample at the eucentric height, sample shifts during tilting are minimized. Fig-

ure A.5a) shows an object located below the eucentric height, marked by an⊗, with

the electron beam traveling from top to bottom. The object shifts and rotates when tilted

around the eucentric height. Figure A.5b) show the object located exactly at the holder’s

eucentric height, and it simply rotates - as desired - without any spatial translation. The

”Auto Eucentric Height” procedure varies the position of the object along the projection

direction and minimizes lateral drift in images at different tilts. Three successive mea-

surements of the eucentric height with±15◦ stage tilts should produce values within 100

– 200nm.
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Auto Focus

Adjust the auto focus parameters to quickly determine focusafter each tilting step.

These values cannot be changed once acquisition has begun. Enable only the fine search

feature to significantly reduce the total tilt-series acquisition time. With coarse search

disabled, automatic focusing may fail for some tilts, and the user must manually focus

the image. Set the coarse defocus to 1 – 3µm, the fine focus to 0.5µm, and search cycle

to 6 – 11 images, but these parameters vary depending on the sample and its thickness.

Review section A.1.2 for a description of these parameters.

Exposure Image Parameters

Exposure images are the projection images of the region-of-interest used for alignment

and three-dimensional reconstruction. Check that the parameters chosen in section A.2.1

produce best-quality images even at high tilt-angles. The dynamic focus feature should

keep the entire region-of-interest (not necessarily the entire image) in focus, and the

image intensity levels must fit within the total allowable intensity range of the detector

(do not clip the image intensities). Be sure to account for the generally higher HAADF-

STEM image intensities at higher tilts due to 3× increase in projected thickness at±70◦

tilt-angles.

A.2.2 Automatic Tilt-series Acquisition

All calibrations and image acquisition parameters for tomography are now set properly.

Start the STEM Tomography component and select the ”AcquireTilt Series” procedure.

The tilt-series parameters are now shown in a single window.Set the negative and posi-
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tive maximum tilt-angles, choose the ”continuous tilting”scheme and use 2 seconds for

the stage relaxation time between tilts. Set the ”partial tilt angle” to the maximum neg-

ative tilt angle. This option allows the user to acquire a partial tilt-series starting at any

tilt angle, but we want to acquire a complete series. Select the linear tilt scheme, 1◦ or 2◦

increments at low tilts, the desired high-tilt switch angleand the desired tilt increment

for high tilts. The high-tilt increment should be less than the low-tilt increment for better

feature tracking, but we usually use the same tilt incrementthroughout an acquisition.

All acquisition data is saved in a single MRC file in the desired directory with the

desired name. The software saves each exposure image after acquisition, and the accu-

mulated data is readable even if an interruption aborts the acquisition. So, all previously

acquired tilt-series images are available if the acquisition aborts before the the maximum

positive tilt angle is achieved.

Manually set the eucentric height and focus at the region-of-interest, and disable the

”Start at eucentric height” and ”Start with auto focus” features. The holder calibration

file contains corrections for lateral shifts (X andY) and shifts along the projection di-

rection (Z). The software applies XYZ, XY or no corrections with beam shifts, and we

suggest applying onlyX andY shifts. The automatic focus procedure corrects for shifts

along theZ-axis. All shifts are corrected with beam shifts, and the stage should not be

physically moved to keep all calibrations consistent.

The software can automatically correct the focus before image exposure acquisi-

tions, but the frequency of automatic focus correction is variable. Acquisitions at low

magnifications require fewer focus corrections compared toacquisitions at higher mag-

nifications. Set the frequency to 1 – 2 for the best results buta longer overall acquisition

time.
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Set both the ”applied defocus (at 0◦ tilt)” and ”shift focus area” to 0. These options

are not used.

The software automatically centers the region-of-interest after and/or before each

image exposure acquisition. Only allow tracking before acquisitions, if at all. The

holder calibration measurements keep the region-of-interest centered within reason after

each tilt, and small shifts are corrected during post-processing alignment as discussed

in the section A.3. The user may enable manual tracking at anytime to correct for large

shifting errors with beam shifts.

Press the ”Apply” button to set all parameters and the ”Proceed” button to begin

an acquisition. For the continuous tilting scheme, the microscope immediately begins

tilting to the maximum negative tilt-angle. Quickly lower the STEM magnification and

press the STEM ”Search” button in TIA to observe the specimenrotate, and manually

center the region-of-interest with the stage track-ball while the stage tilts. Objects look

very different at−70◦, and the region-of-interest may be difficult to identify after the

microscope finishes tilting. Press the ”Proceed” button once the region-of-interest is

properly centered at the maximum negative tilt-angle. Thisis the last time the stage

should be physically moved.

Automatic focusing and tracking are most difficult at large tilt-angles. Ensure the

software properly images and tracks the specimen for the first few exposures and in-

tervene if necessary by placing a check mark next to the ”Manual...” option of choice.

Automatic acquisition procedures yield higher success rates at lower tilt-angles.

I possible, keep track of overall sample shifts in any one direction during the whole

acquisition process, because large beam shift correctionsapplied by the software can

lead to astigmatism and other STEM lens misalignments. Dynamic focus especially
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relies on accurate rotation center alignments to avoid image distortions. Periodically

pause the titl-series acquisition and check these alignments (astigmatism and rotation

center) to minimize image distortions.

A.2.3 Manual Tilt-series Acquisition

Successful tilt-series acquisitions at high-resolution often necessitate tedious manual

intervention. Also, the user often focuses and tracks the region-of-interest more quickly

than automatic routines, which can limit the object’s radiation exposure. The software

may lose a small region-of-interest between every tilt. Thus if necessary, disable all

holder calibration corrections (X, Y and Z), use manual tracking before and manual

focusing. Further avoid beam distortions due to beam shiftsby instead moving the stage

to track the region-of-interest. Use the software to tilt accurately and organize the data

in an MRC file for simplified post-processing. Tedious manualtilt-series acquisition

is necessary for successful reconstruction of radiation sensitive materials and/or small

objects.

A.3 Tilt-series Alignment Procedures

Tilt-series alignment removes all shifts of the region-of-interest between projection im-

ages introduced during acquisition. Improper alignment yields reconstructions that may,

at first glance, appear correct but in fact contain numerous artifacts. Automated align-

ment procedures generally succeed for low-contrast biological specimens covered in

fiducial markers (1 – 10µm Au particles) but usually fail for high-contrast and/or peri-
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odic features. Manual alignment procedures - though tedious - produce superior results,

and we outline the necessary steps in this section.

A.3.1 IDL Scripts

We will describe scripts originally developed by Matthew Weyland [87] with updates

by Peter Ercius and Huolin Xin. The scripts were written for RSI IDL 6.1 or lower, and

some known compatibility issues exist with IDL version 7. Any text editor is capable of

reading the scripts’ source code. Future work should involve porting these scripts to the

current software.

Comments included in each script describe its general function. We encourage new

users to familiarize themselves with IDL and the scripts’ source code for a better under-

standing of the alignment process. Blind application of alignment procedures without

attention to details usually produces low-quality reconstructions unsuited to quantitative

investigations of the original structure.

IDL Language Syntax and Properties

Each script has the file extension.PRO, which are readable with any standard text editor.

The scripts are essentially a list of commands executed by IDL sequentially. IDL is not a

case-sensitive language, and therefore the commanda = 1 is equivalent toA = 1. Many

commands and/or scripts in IDL have required and optional inputs. All optional inputs

are denoted by brackets [ ] in the following SYNTAX descriptions. IDL commands also

haveKEYWORDSthat allow the user to optionally pass scalars or arrays to the script.
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KEYWORDSmust be in all capital letters and followed by an equals sign (=). Array

numbering starts at 0 in IDL.

A.3.2 Saving data

We recommend saving the IDLsessionoften to avoid any data loss. The built-inSAVE

command saves all variables currently stored by IDL in memory to a single file on the

hard disk.

SYNTAX: SAVE, FILENAME=StringFileName

The built-inRESTORE command loads all data in a file into memory.

SYNTAX: RESTORE,StringFileName

The RESTORE command will import all varaibles to IDL exactly as they were

saved. Thus, one can easily backup and restore all work acomplished in IDL.

A.3.3 Sample Tilt-series

We use a tilt-series of a porous Au particle supported on a thin SiN window to demon-

strate correct (and incorrect) alignment procedures. The large particle exhibits well-

defined features for easy alignment, but its full structure is not easily determined from

two-dimensional projection images. Figure A.7 shows a HAADF-STEM image of the

particle at 0◦ tilt for reference. The original tilt-series images are 1024× 1024 pixels.
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Figure A.6: HAADF-STEM image of the full field-of-view of a porous Au parti-

cle at 0◦ tilt at 115kx magnification. The large particle exhibits well-

defined features for easy alignment, but its full structure is not easily

determined from two-dimensional projection images.
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A.3.4 Import Data into IDL

FEI’s Xplore 3Dtomography acquisition software creates four files for eachtilt-series

acquisition. The file with the.RAWTLTextension contains a list of all tilt-angles. The

file with the .TXT extension holds all parameters for the tilt-series acquisition includ-

ing maximum tilt-angles, binning, applied corrections andmany more parameters. The

shifts.TXTfile contains all X, Y and defocus shifts applied during acquisition. These

three files are read with any standard text editor. The file with the.MRCextension con-

tains the STEM magnification, number of image pixels, actualpixel size in nanometers,

full field-of-view and all exposure images encoded as binarydata.

The IDL script namedMRC.PRO reads the binary data in anMRC data file into

memory as a named array:

SYNTAX: MRC, ArrayName, [SUB= Scalar], [SHIFTS= ArrayName]

The script asks the user to ”Enter final image size (nxn)”, which determines the im-

age binning. Initially, bin the images by a factor of 2 or 4 smaller to create a data cube

occupying less memory, which speeds up data processing for initial rough estimates of

spatial alignment. Final alignments on unbinned images produce the best results, and

binning images to sizes larger than native resolution allows sub-pixel alignments. The

image binning occurs after shift alignments are applied. The SUB keyword allows the

user to specify the size of a central region to clip from each image. Image clipping oc-

curs before rebinning but after shift alignments are applied. For example, set SUB= 512

to select only the central 512× 512 pixels of each image. The SHIFTS keyword allows

the user to apply a series of shifts from a separate data array. Shift arrays have size [n,2]

where n is the number of images, and array entries specify thenumber of pixels to shift

along the vertical and horizontal directions for each image. MRC.PRO applies shifts
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before binning. We include two example commands (in bold) and a description of the

results:

mrc, ser - use final image size of 256, 512 or 1024 for 4×, 2× or no binning respec-

tively.

mrc, ser, SUB= 512 - The script clips all image data outside the center 512× 512

portion of the full field-of-view. Use final image size of 256 or 512 for 2× or no binning

respectively.

Check that all image intensities in the data cube are positive after theMRC.PRO

script finishes. IDL may incorrectly import data assigned integers(−32, 768 to

+32, 767), but the original data is formated asunsigned integers(0 to 65, 535). Sim-

ply subtract the minimum integer value from all array valuesto produce an all-positive

array.

Define Tilt Angles

Some alignment scripts require an array of size [n,1] containing the tilt-angle associated

with each image. The following IDL command produces an arrayof integer values from

−70◦ to + 70◦ with 2◦ tilt increments:

angles= findgen(70)*2 - 70

Tilt-series Inspection

The tilt-series data cube has size (n, M, M) where n is the number of tilt images and

M is the image size in pixels. The built-in functionTVSCL displays two-dimensional

arrays as images on the screen with scaled image intensities. This function is very basic,

and a custom script namedIM.PRO produces better formatted images. For example,
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the commandim, ser(0,*,*) displays the first image in the tilt-series at the maximum

negative tilt.

SYNTAX: TVSCL, ArrayName

SYNTAX: IM, ArrayName

Each two-dimensional slice of the data can be shown sequentially along any axis

of the data cube with theMOVIEF.pro script. The script prompts the user to choose

a direction, which indicates the array index to cycle through. For example, enter 1 to

show each tilt-series image in succession - similar to a movie. The second optional input

controls delay time between images and has a default value of1. Press ”q” at any time

to stop the movie.

SYNTAX: MOVIEF, ArrayName, [Scalar]

The CLICKMOVIE.PRO script provides image-by-image inspection of the tilt-

series controlled by the user. The left-mouse button advances the tilt-series to the next

image (n+ 1) and the right-mouse button advances the tilt-series to the previous image

(n− 1). Click the center mouse button on the image to exit the script.

SYNTAX: CLICKMOVIE, ArrayName

A.3.5 Spatial Tilt-series Alignment

There are two aspects of tilt-series alignment. The first procedure aligns a feature vis-

ible in every image to the same spatial position. We use imagecross-correlation for

automatic spatial alignment and pixel-by-pixel shifting for manual alignment. The pro-

cedure aligns all images to a common tilt-axis. The second procedure aligns the tilt-axis
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with the horizontal image axis (the x-axis), as required by reconstruction algorithms in

IDL.

We recommend logging all alignment procedures applied to a tilt-series in a text

file. The alignment process requires iteration and trial-and-error to produce a final,

aligned tilt-series, and a log provides a list of accomplished steps to produce a specific

alignment. This is very useful for reproducing or verifyinga particular alignment at a

later date.

Rough Spatial Alignment: Automatic

Automatic image registration by cross-correlation of sequential tilt images provides the

first approximation of a spatial alignment. TheALIGN −SEQUENTIAL.PRO script

calculates the cross-correlation of an image at tiltn with the image at tiltn + 1, and

measures the shift of the cross-correlation peak from the center. The procedure starts at

the first image in the series (n = 0) and yields a second data array of shifted images. We

recommend setting the optional argument to a variable name (such asshifts1) to save

the alignment shifts, useful to reproduce this alignment with the SHIFTS keyword of

MRC.PRO.

SYNTAX: ALIGN −SEQUENTIAL, InputArray, OutputArray, [ShiftsArray]

Account for the binning of the data cube used for this rough alignment with respect

to the original data, because theMRC.PRO script shifts images before binning. If the

original images were binned by two then multiply each shift value in theshifts1array

by two. Otherwise, theMRC.PRO script shifts the original data by one-half the correct

number of pixels, yielding an incorrect alignment.
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Figure A.7: HAADF-STEM image of a porous Au particle at 0◦ tilt. The small

Au particle in the lower left is circled in white and is visible in all

tilt-series images. This feature provides an ideal marker for manual

spatial tilt-series alignment.

The overall alignment process is iterative, and each set of alignments (automatic or

manual) should be saved in separate arrays (shifts1, shifts2, shifts3, etc.). An alignment

that fails to improve the overall spatial alignment is then easily ignored. Aggregate

all shifts from every spatial alignment in one array namedtotal shifts, but account for

binning when adding them together. An example command for adding shifts measured

from a tilt-series binned by 2 is:total−shifts= shifts1*2
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Rough Spatial Alignment: Manual

TheMAN −CORR−SEQscript allows manual pixel-by-pixel alignment of sequential tilt

images and is best used to correct large errors uncorrected or introduced by automatic

cross-correlation.

SYNTAX: MAN −CORR−SEQ,Inputarray, Outputarray, [ShiftsArray]

Choose a single feature visible in all images throughout thetilt-series such as the

small Au particle circled in the lower left corner of figure A.7. Shift this feature to

approximately the same spatial coordinates in every image to ensure an accurate spatial

alignment, but notice that the feature need not be located atthe center of the image. Any

feature is a possible alignment mark regardless of its distance from the image center, but

it must be visible in every image of the tilt-series.

Check Rough Spatial Alignment

View each exposure image in rapid succession with the scriptMOVIEF.PRO along the

first axis of the data cube, which shows projection images of the original object at every

tilt θ. The object should rotate fairly smoothly about a single (nearly) horizontal axis.

Image representations of the tilt-series data cube along the other two axes also reveal

the alignment quality. The data cube has three perpendicular axes that do not all measure

spatial distances. The first axis has sizen equal to the number of tilt images and is

referred to as theθ-axis. The second axis has sizeM equal to the image size and is

referred to as thex-axis, which is nearly parallel to the tilt-axis. The third axis has size

M equal to the image size and is referred to as ther-axis to indicate distance from the

tilt-axis.
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Figure A.8: Three image representations of the porous Au particle as viewed

along the tilt-axis of the data cube, which show the projected inten-

sity measured at a given tilt-angleθ at varying distancesr from the tilt

axis. The horizontal image axes is theθ-axis and the vertical image

axis is ther-axis. a) The center sinogram of the original tilt-series

with no spatial alignments. b) The center sinogram of the tilt-series

after automatic spatial alignment. Only one major misalignment is

seen near the center of the sinogram. b) All large misalignments are

corrected and features roughly follow sinusoidal paths from left to

right.
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Image representations of the data cube along the tilt-axis are calledsinogramsand

show the projected intensity measured at a given tilt-angleθ at varying distancesr from

the tilt-axis. Figure A.8a) shows the center sinogram of theoriginal data cube before any

spatial alignments. The horizontal axis is theθ-axis, and the vertical axis is ther-axis.

The image is quite confused and shows complete misalignmentof all features. Figure

A.8b) shows the same sinogram after a first-pass automatic cross-correlation alignment

(see section A.3.5) with only one major misalignment near the centerθ-slice, which is

corrected in figure A.8c). A well aligned tilt-series shows roughly sinusoidal movements

of features with the formr = cos(θ) in corresponding sinograms.

Fine Spatial Alignment: Automatic

Fine alignment procedures begin once all large shifts are removed from the tilt-series.

The sequential rough alignment byMAN −CORR−SEQ.PROdoes not correct for sub-

pixel alignment and can introduce a slow spatial drift in onedirection from tilt to tilt.

The fine alignment procedure starts at the 0◦ tilt-image (call thisn = n0) and aligns sub-

sequent tilts out to each extreme tilt-angle independently. A structure appears stretched

by 1/cos(θ) perpendicular to the tilt-axis with respect to the 0◦ structure, which affects

accurate image registration. TheTOMO ALIGN.PRO script corrects for this distortion

to remove small misalignments and allows fine automatic or manual alignment starting

from the 0◦ projection image with optional stretching.

SYNTAX: TOMO−ALIGN, InputArray, OutputArray, AnglesArray, [ShiftsOutput]

The script offers five different alignment methods based on the desired stretching

algorithm and reference image for each cross-correlation.The first three alignment

methods start at the 0◦ tilt image (n0) and align images sequentially at each tiltn to
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the previous tiltn − 1. “Stretch based on whole tilt range” stretches each image by

the exact angles at each tilt in theAnglesArray, and “Stretch based on tilt increment”

assumes regular tilt increments between each image. “No stretch” aligns images without

correcting for 1/cos(θ) stretch distortions. The last two methods align the structure at

each tilt anglen to the 0◦ tilt imagen0 with or without stretching. The tilt-axis is the “x”

axis in most cases. Initially input “n” to initiate an automatic alignment, but produce

the final alignment by manual shifting with this script. Sobel, high-pass and band-

pass filters enhance feature edges, sharp small points and large features respectively.

Experiment with each filter to determine which best enhancesthe desired features for

your specific structures. Apply the automaticTOMO −ALIGN procedure iteratively to

the resultingOutputArrayto further refine the alignment. Save each iterativeShiftsArray

as separate variables, and add them to thetotal−shiftsarray properly (accounting for

binning).

Sub-pixel Alignment

Image binning applied during data import with theMRC.PRO script controls the ac-

curacy of the alignment. Images binned 2× are aligned to two pixel accuracy. Import

the data withMRC.PRO with an image size larger than the native resolution (such

as 2048× 2048) for sub-pixel alignment, but the resulting data cube displaces a large

amount of memory. The SUB keyword allows sub-pixel binning with smaller image

sizes. For example, import the original data with the command MRC, ser, SUB= 512,

SHIFTS = total shifts and image size 1024. The script first aligns the original tilt-

series according tototal−shifts, selects the center 512× 512 portion of each image and

scales/interpolates each image to 1024× 1024 pixels. TheTOMO −ALIGN procedure
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therefore calculates alignments with sub-pixel accuracy,and the resultingShiftsArray

should be multiplied by 0.5 before being added tototal−shifts.

Fine Spatial Alignment: Manual

The fine automatic alignment procedures usually yield good alignments, but can leave

small random 0.5 – 1 pixel shifts between images at different tilts. Inspect the aligned

image stack at full pixel resolution withMOVIEF.PRO and/or CLICKMOVIE.PRO

while paying attention to fine jitter between images. Manualalignment of a single well-

defined feature visible at every tilt-angle (such as the small Au particle circled in the

lower left corner of figure A.7) should provide a nearly perfect, smooth alignment. Shift

such a feature to the same spatial coordinates in every imageusing the manual option

of the TOMO −ALIGN script without stretching. Use thea, z, o, pkeys to shift each

image one pixel up, down, left and right respectively, and continue to the next tilt angle

by pressingq. Ignore movement of all other features, and focus on aligning only the

selected feature. Any feature provides an acceptable alignment mark regardless of its

distance from the image center, but it must be visible in every image of the tilt-series.

The tilt-axis adjustment in section A.3.6 compensates for the location of this feature

with respect to the center of the image.

Often, a manual alignment introduces a slow drift of the feature due to biased, single-

pixel misalignments in the same direction throughout a tilt-series. Ignore all other fea-

tures in the image and align the same feature to the same pixel, or spatial coordinates,

in every image.
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Figure A.9: Two HAADF-STEM images of the porous Au particle with overlays

of the tilt-axis location and angleψ shown as white lines. a) Au-

tomatic alignment as in section A.3.5 shifts the tilt-axis -as a first

guess - nearly to the center of the object, but the exact location is not

guaranteed. The location of the tilt-axis is more difficult to guess for

less well defined, compact objects such as this large porous Au par-

ticle. b) Manual alignment to a small point-like object - such as the

small Au particle to the lower left of the larger porous Au particle -

shifts the tilt-axis along the vertical direction to this feature, but the

angleψ is maintained.

A.3.6 Tilt-Axis Determination

The tomography “Stage Shift Calibration” procedure described in section A.1.2 sets

the STEM scan rotation such that the horizontal image axis isnearly parallel with the

stage’s tilt-axis - usually within±5◦. Post-processing spatial alignment procedures align

a certain feature onto the same tilt-axis in every image. Automatic spatial alignments

tend to align the object onto a tilt-axis running through theobject’s center, but manual

fine alignments shift the tilt-axis vertically such that it passes through this feature. Figure

A.9 shows the 0◦ tilt image with the tilt-axis superimposed as a white line atan angleψ
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Figure A.10: Two commoncrescent-like distortions of a round object due to mis-

alignment of the tilt-axis. a) Left-pointing and b) right-pointing tails

indicate both vertical misalignments and a tilt-axis that is not par-

allel with the horizontal image-axis. More complex distortions are

possible, but the two shown are the most common.

with respect to the horizontal image axis. Automatic spatial alignment tends to align the

tilt-axis through the center of the object as seen in figure A.9a), but this is only a first

guess. Further investigation is necessary to determine theexact location of the tilt-axis

even for automatic alignments. Manual spatial alignments shifts the tilt-axis along the

vertical axis - still at the angleψ - to the feature used for alignment as seen in figure

A.9b). Thus, determination of the tilt-axis involves two independent variables: vertical

displacementd and angleψ.

Tilt-axis Alignment

Analysis of the aligned tilt-series summed along theθ-axis gives a rough estimate ofψ.

View the summed tilt-series along theθ-axis with the commandim, total(SeriesName,

1). Objects rotated around an axis move perpendicular to that axis when viewed as a

series of projection images. Thus, the object will appear smeared-out perpendicular to

the tilt-axis in a summation of all projection images. Measure the general angle of the

smear for a rough estimation of the tilt-axis angleψ.
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Figure A.11: Three images showing reconstructions of the left, right and center

slices respectively from theTOMO −AXIS.PRO script. In this first

set, neither the tilt-axis locationd nor the tilt-angleψ are correctly

determined. Features exhibit distortions withcrescent-like tails to

the left in all thrre images (see figure A.10), which indicates negative

pixel shifts along the vertical image-axis are necessary.

Figure A.12: Three images showing reconstructions of the left, right and center

slices respectively from theTOMO −AXIS.PRO script. Correct dis-

tortions with right- and left-pointing tails in the center image (ignor-

ing the left and right images) with thea and z keys respectively.

We shifted the data−16 pixels to minimize left-pointing distortions

similar to figure A.10a); compare the corrected center imagein this

figure to the misaligned features in figure A.11. Similar distortions

are still seen in the left and right images, because the tilt-axis is ro-

tated at an angleψ with respect to the horizontal image axis.
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Figure A.13: Three images showing reconstructions of the left, right and center

slices respectively from theTOMO −AXIS.PRO script. We have

corrected for distortions with right- or left-pointing tails in the left

image with theo or p keys, respectively. Equivalently, correct for

distortions with right- or left-pointing tails in the rightimage with

the p or o keys, respectively. We applied a rotation of−4.55◦ to

produce the final tilt-axis alignment seen in this figure. Compare all

three images to the corresponding images in figures A.11 and A.12.

The scriptTOMO − AXIS.PRO allows a more accurate determination of the tilt-axis

location and angleψ.

SYNTAX TOMO− AXIS, ArrayName, AnglesArray

The script initially shows the 0◦ STEM image and asks the user to choose one high-

intensity feature on the left side and right side of the imagecenter. The script then shows

four windows: reconstructions of the left, center and rightslices chosen by the user and

the 0◦ STEM projection image. The user shifts the tilt-axis up and down with thea and

z keys respectively, and the user rotates the tilt-axis counter-clockwise and clockwise

with the o andp keys respectively. Press thew key to apply a weighting filter to the

slices, which usually enhances features for alignment but also increases computation

time between shifts/rotations.
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The general tilt-axis alignment method involves first shifting the tilt-axis vertically to

minimizecrescent-like distortions (see figure A.10) in the center slice, and then rotating

the tilt-axis to minimize similar distortions in the left and right slices. Figure A.11

shows the three reconstructed slices without any alignmentof the tilt-axis. Crescent-

like distortions with left-pointing tails - similar to figure A.10a) - are visible in the center

slice. Figure A.12 shows the tilt-axis shifted−16 pixels to minimize the distortions in

the center slice, but similar distortions are still visiblein the left and right slices. Figure

A.13 shows the tilt-axis rotated to−4.55◦ (including the−16 pixel shift) which corrects

the distortions in the left and right slices. The location and angle of the tilt-axis are now

determined, but the script only indicates the necessary shift and rotation corrections. The

user often applies this method many times ensuring an accurate alignment, and each set

of values is noted in the alignment log.

This script uses an approximation (sin(θ) = θ) to speed up computation, and the

script should not be used to correct rotations above∼ 5◦. Instead, use theROT3D.PRO

script (described below) to rotate the tilt-series by largeangles≥ 5◦ before using

TOMO −AXIS.PRO to fine tune the rotation.

Once the user settles ond andψ, the original data is properly shifted and rotated.

First, add the proper vertical shift to the y-axis values of the total−shiftsarray with the

command:total−shifts(1,*) = total−shifts + scalar where thescalar is the pixel value

d. Account for the binning of the data cube used for tilt-axis alignment when adding the

vertical shift to thetotal−shiftsarray. Second, rotate the data cube with theROT3D.PRO

script.

SYNTAX ROT 3D, InputArray, OutputArray, Angle

where theAngleargument isψ with units of degrees. Always rotate the array around

the first (1) axis, theθ-axis. All tilt-series alignments are now complete, and three-
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Figure A.14: The central slice of a weighted back-projection reconstruction of

the porous Au particle as seen along the tilt-axis. The vertical im-

age axis is the original 0◦ projection direction. The reconstruction

includes extraneous intensity above and below the particledue to

the discrete number of projection images and the missing wedge of

information (see section 1.5)

dimensional reconstruction can commence. Backup all data in IDL’s memory with the

SAVE command before continuing.
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A.4 Tomographic Reconstruction

A.4.1 Weighted Back-projection Reconstruction

The details of the following reconstruction methods are described in section 1.5. The

weighted back-projection method provides an initial, rapid reconstruction of the tilt-

series to ensure the quality of the alignment. TheTOMO −RADONWB.PRO script

implements the weighted back-projection algorithm using IDL’s built-in RADON func-

tion, which allows the user to specify the location of the tilt-axis.

SYNTAX: TOMO−RADONWB, InputArray, AnglesArray, [AXISCENTER =

scalar]

The optionalAXISCENTERkeyword specifies the horizontal pixel row correspond-

ing to the location of the tilt-axis, and the default value isthe image center (M/2). Posi-

tive scalars locate the tilt-axis above the image center, and negative scalars locate the tilt-

axis below the image center. This advanced and optional feature allows the user to shift

the tilt-axis along the vertical image axis after rotation to center any object without af-

fecting the alignment. Input a filename for the output reconstruction data, which is writ-

ten as 32-bit float binary data. Include all relevant information regarding the reconstruc-

tion in the filename, such as the pixel size along all three dimensions of the output re-

construction and the reconstruction method: 1RoundParticle−flt512,512,512.WB. This

example filename implies a reconstruction of one round particle with 512× 512× 512

pixels of float numbers created by weighted back-projection- all necessary information

to read the binary data file for visualization and analysis. Load a reconstruction into IDL

by creating an empty array of the proper type/size namedrec, opening the file to read,

loading the data and closing the file. Use the following example commands in IDL:
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rec= fltarr(512,512,512)
openr, 1, ’1RoundParticle−flt512,512,512.WB’
readu, 1, rec
close, 1

Figure A.14 shows a central slice through a weighted back-projection reconstruction

of the Au particle seen along the tilt-axis. The original projection direction is equivalent

to the vertical image axis. The reconstruction includes artifacts, such as extraneous

intensity above and below the particle, due to the discrete number of projection images

and the missing wedge of information (see section 1.5). These artifacts are common to

weighted back-projection reconstructions.

A.4.2 Iterative Reconstruction

Iterative reconstruction methods require more time but produce high-quality results for

analytical analysis. TheTOMO −RADON.PRO command implements the simultane-

ous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) algorithm,described in section 1.5.3 and

figure 1.15, using IDL’s built-inRADON function. This script also allows the user to

specify the location of the tilt-axis as described in the previous section.

SYNTAX: TOMO−RADON, InputArray, AnglesArray, [AXISCENTER= scalar]

The user must enter the desired number of iterations, which value varies from 10 –

30 depending on the specimen and signal-to-noise of the original tilt-series projection

images. The user determines the number of iterations necessary to produce a clear re-

construction by watching the iteration process on-screen.Interrupt the script and restart

the process with the optimized number of iterations.
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Figure A.15: The central slice of a simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique

(SIRT) algorithm reconstruction of the porous Au particle as seen

along the tilt-axis. The vertical image axis is the original0◦ projec-

tion direction. The reconstruction is slightly more blurred compared

to the weighted back-projection reconstruction seen in figure A.14,

but excludes reconstruction artifacts (see section 1.5).

Figure A.15 shows a central slice through the SIRT reconstruction of the Au parti-

cle as seen along the tilt-axis with less extraneous intensity compared to the weighted

pack-projection reconstruction in figure A.14. Figure A.16is a three-dimensional repre-

sentation of the Au particle’s surface. The perspective view shows the three-dimensional

porous structure not possible from two-dimensional projections. Theisosurfacemodule

in the Avizo 6.0 software environment from Mercury ComputerSystems was used to

produce this visualization.
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Figure A.16: Perspective view of the thresholded HAADF-STEM three-

dimensional reconstruction of a Au porous particle, which maps the

Au surface. Theisosurfacemodule in the Avizo 6.0 software envi-

ronment fromMercury Computer Systemswas used to produce this

visualization.
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